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USD Prepares For Oxfam America's 11th Fast
By Emily M. Schell
Editor'in-Chief
On Thursday, November 15, members
of the USD community will join with
thousands of others across the United
States in Oxfam America's 11th Fast for a
World Harvest. The program here, wellestablished at USD through Campus
Ministry, will see a few changes as part of
Campus Ministry's build-down process,
but the national fast and project objectives
remain the same.
Last year, more than 2,400 groups par
ticipated in the Oxfam America Fast for a
World Harvest. $475,000 was raised for
development projects and emergency aid.
One contributing organization for several
years has been the University of San
Diego. A high rate of interest and par
ticipation has made USD one of the larger
contributing groups. USD Chaplain Fr.
Michael McKay commented, "USD
"students and faculty traditionally have
supported Oxfam by dedicating a week of
activities and prayer to raise the con

sciousness of our whole community to the
terrible plight of the starving people of the
world."
McKay outlined three ways in which
students and faculty are invited to par
ticipate in the program; through fasting,
spiritual awareness and practical means of
funding.
On the day of the fast, participants are
asked to fast at any or all meals limiting
their diet to coffee, tea, juice or broth. On
campus, the Orange Room next to
Camino Dining Hall will be open during
scheduled meal times providing juice,
broth and company amongst fellow
fasters.
The money which would have been
spent on food that day by USD's food ser
vice will be donated to Oxfam to support
food development projects for world
harvest. Meals from student meal plans
will not be signed away as seen in the past.
Those who wish to contribute funds by
fasting are asked not to use the cafeterias
on this day.

Money that participants would have
spent during that day, or week, on food,
beer, cigarettes, candy and other leisure
items may be collected by participants and
offered at a special liturgy for the project.
"The most significant aspect of the Ox
fam program is the consciousness-raising
impact all the activities have on our
students. Over the years, Oxfam has
become a tradition uniquely undertaken by
USD students," stated Resident Director
and active Oxfam coordinator John
Trifiletti. "Besides raising substantial
funds for the relief of world hunger, many
have benefitted from the great satisfaction
of this type of community service."
Clubs and organizations have made Ox
fam fund-raising activities at USD a tradi
tion. This year, St. Francis seminarians
have decided to trade their dunking booth
for a balloon raffle, and the Mission Club
will host an all-school Dance-a-Thon to
raise funds. Zeta Tau Alpha will present a
substantial amount of money to Oxfam
for Survival Kits sold to parents during
finals, and Sigma Pi will sponsor "A Date
With 8," a raffle which offers a date to the
winner with all eight fraternity residents of
the Sigma Pi floor. The winner will be
escorted by the eight in a chauffeured
limousine around San Diego. In the past,
Alpha Delta Pi has been noted for their
Rock-A-Thon (rocking in chairs for the
duration of the fast), and sales of all kinds
bring funds to the project. "A community
effort is what brings the program together
and rouses interest in the students here,"
said junior Tricia Ray who has been an
annual participant of the fast.
An offering will be made of all proceeds
from fund-raising events at a special
liturgy Sunday evening, November 18 at
the 5:00 and 7:00 services. A collection
will also be taken at these masses for the
project. Deacon Ray Noll, a guest of Lec
ture Religious Studies at USD for one year
from John-Carroll University, will
celebrate these masses. On the day of the
fast, traditional morning prayer and 11:00
p.m. liturgy have been replaced by one
12:15 p.m. mass in Founders Chapel.
The Fast for a World Harvest ties into
an important aspect of Campus Ministry
as the program hopes to stimulate the

university community towards social
justice issues. "This helps us realize that
our spiritual lives are also related directly
to our social concerns in problems that are
part of the world community," said
McKay. "Here we make an attempt to res
pond. Otherwise we become a 'ghetto'
ourselves if we are not aware of the outside
world's needs."
The timing of Oxfam America also
bears significance to the program. The an
nual day of fast in America is always
scheduled one week prior to Thanksgiv
ing. McKay explained, "This gives us a
chance to prepare and be thankful for
what we have. Oxfam lets us know before
our Thanksgiving feast that others will
never have a turkey on the table. The fast
keeps Thanksgiving in perspective allow
ing us to be thankful and acknowledging
those starving in the world outside."
The name "Oxfam" originated from the
Oxford Committee of Famine Relief,
founded in 1942. Oxfam America, based
in Boston, was established in 1970 and is
one of six autonomous Oxfams around
the world. Others are found in Montreal,
Ottawa) Great Britain, Australia and
Belgium. Oxfam is a non-profit, interna
tional agency that provides funds for selfhelp development projects and disaster
relief in poor countries. Projects are
presently in operation in Africa, Asia and
Latin America. Projects large and small
that set an example or create changes that
reach far beyond the project itself are sup
ported by Oxfam. Providing seed, tools,
education and training helps with efforts
to eliminate world hunger increasing
Third World food production and
economic self-reliance. With the proper
planning, technology and resources, as
provided, a seemingly endless problem is
dealt with projecting hopeful results that
enable the poor to sustain themselves.
This year's fast funds will help provide
emergency supplies and materials for longterm food security in 12 drought-stricken
countries in Africa.
If you would like more information
about the Oxfam America project, or
would like to make a contribution as a
club or privately, see Father Mike in
Founders 191.

What's Inside
Students flocked to the polls in front of Serra Hall yesterday to cast
their votes for the 1984 Homecoming Court. Elections end this evening
and class attendents will be announced. Presentation of the Homecom
ing Queen will be made at the dance Saturday night. Photo by Spence
Webster

—Homecoming Impressions? Page 7
—Election Profiles Include USD Prof, Page 9
—Law School Receives Gift, Page 10
—CC Golf Proceeds, Page 11
—Reviews Still Flowing, Pages 13, 14, 15
—Football Team Victory, Page 17
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Forget Me Not

^•K
David Markoff, the foremost
memory expert in the world today.

Authors At USD

Durrell Explains
The Critical Years
by Scott Stevens
Associate Editor

David Markoff, founder and namesake
of the Markoff Memory training tech
nique will offer a free one hour memory
course in Salomon Lecture Hall on Mon
day, November 5, 1984, at 3:00 p.m. The
course is guaranteed to triple your me
mory.
Markoff can memorize 200 names at a
time, or a Time magazine in two hours.
"Memory improvement is my life," says
Markoff, and it has been for 10 years. He
has devoted his time to teaching his meth
od, and attempting the lofty goal of mak
ing memory a required course at the junior
high school level, "to revolutionize the
course of learning," he says.
Markoff is billed as the nation's fore
most memory expert, and has appeared as
a performer on such programs as Mike
Douglas and The Today Show. Markoff,
however, says that he is more interested in
teaching techniques of memorization than
performing them.
Markoff cites that the three keys to me
morization are organization, creativity,
and visualization. What makes his train
ing different from that of other memory
experts is an emphasis on creativity, as
well as trying to help people get over their
fear of not remembering things.
The principles covered in the course will
apply to all forms of memorization, but
particular techniques will be applied to
such things as: names, law, vocabulary,
foreign language, and anatomy. He will
also gear his training toward such tests as
the MCAT, LSAT, DCAT, and GMAT.

The Critical Years: A Dedicated Parent's

Guide to the First Three Years, is the first
book by Doctor Doris Durrell, Associate
Professor of Psychology.
"The book is a translation of research
into practical terms that intelligent
parents can understand. It is basically a
guide to rearing children for the first three
years," she said. "I wrote the book as sort
of an inspiration from raising my first
child. During that time I became aware of
how much my training in psychology in
fluenced the rearing of my child. 1 realized
that raising children is not just common
sense, and that parents don't always have
all the information they need to raise a
child. This book provides that informa
tion."
Although a text for parents, Dr. Durrell
plans to use the book as a support text in
some of her classes. The basic research in
formation in the test will allow her to save
a lot of lecture time that would normally
be spent explaining what the book conve
niently contains.
Dr. Durrell first had the idea to write
her book during her sabatical five years
ago. The book went to press in September
1984, and was published by New Harb
inger Publications of Oakland, California.
Born in the small twon of Warwick,
Rhode Island, Dr. Durrell earned her BS
from Rhode Island College, where she ma
jored in pshchology. She then earned her
PhD in clinical psychology from the
University of Alabama. She first went into
teaching because, "Teaching was attrac
tive, I love the subject I teach, and the job
is a good way to combine my career and
my family. My hours are flexible which is
very conductive to raising a family."
The series, "Authors at USD" brings
profiles of faculty members who have
recently published books. It should be
mentioned that many professors at USD
regularly have items published in the form
of articles and other printed materials
which do not fall under the scope of this
series.

Science, Hispanic
Fellowships Offered
The National Science Foundation has
graduate and minority graduate fellow
ships open to persons who are in or near
the beginning of their graduate study. Re
quirements are that the applicant be a
United States citizen or national and they
have not completed more than 20
semester hours by Fall term of 1984.
Minority fellbwships are limited to these
minority groups: American Indian, Black,
Hispanic, Native Alaskan (Eskimo or
Aleut), or Native Pacific Islander (Polyne
sian or Micronesian).
The stipend is $11,000 for a twelve
month tenure. In addition, NSF will pro
vide fellowship institutions, on behalf of
each Fellow, with a cost-of-education
allowance ($6,000) in lieu of all tuition
costs and assessed fees.
Applications must be received by
November 21, 1984. If you are interested,
go to Serra 320 for more information.
The National Chicano Council on
Higher Education has a Doctoral
Fellowship Program for Hispanics in the
Science and Math fields and will support
approximately 20 Hispanic undergraduate
juniors from the state of California. Funds
will be limited to those students who are
interested in pursuing a doctoral degree
and an academic career in the science and
mathematics-based fields. Students must
also be Mexican American or other
Hispanic U.S. citizens with California
residency and be currently enrolled
juniors during the 1984-85 academic year.
The application deadline is December 1,
1984 and the announcement of awards
will be on December 21. If you feel you are
qualified and are interested in more infor
mation, come to the scholarship office in
Serra, room 320.

USD Seeks Donors
For Blood Drive
There will be a Blood Drive on Tuesday
and Wednesday, November 6 and 7. It is
sponsored by the San Diego Blood Bank,
with assistance from the Office of Student
Affairs and the USD Biology Club. The
Blood Drive will be held from 9:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. in the Salomon Lecture Hall.
Students, as well as the faculty, are en
couraged to donate during the two-day
Blood Drive. It is suggested that you sign
up in advance, but walk-up appointments
will be more than welcome. Students from
the Biology Club will be in front of Serra
Hall on Thursday, Friday and Monday,
November 1, 2 and 5, from 10:00 a.m. to
1:00 p.m. with appointment sheets, donor
requirements, and all other information
at that time.

Approximately 300 volunteer donors
are needed to meet the demands of the
twenty-nine civilian hospitals in San
Diego. You can choose, at the time of the
donation, to put the blood toward the
USD Reserve Fund. This fund is available
for anyone in the USD community to
draw from if the need for blood arises.
We certainly hope that the three Blood
Drives to be sponsored this school year
will be equally successful as last year's
Blood Drives.
Each Blood Drive this year will be held
on two consecutive days which will allow
more people to fit a donation time into
their schedules. Cooperation of our com
munity is needed to bring in the blood
donations to help benefit those who need
it.

Tragic Accident
Claims Mack

Attention
All Writers:

A tragic accident claimed the life of Bar
bara Mack on Saturday, October 27 as her
car stalled and was hit from behind at the
Interstate 805 and J Street exit.
Mrs. Mack, the mother of three young
children, was employed at the University
of San Diego for twelve years as lead cook
in the Camino Dining Hall.
"We're real sad about this. We're like a
family over here. We will miss her, but as
Barbara said, 'If you believe, you can't sor
row,' " commented Camino Dining Hall
Manager Mary Pryde.
Funeral services for Barbara are tomor
row, November 2 at 2:00 p.m. at the Mid
way Baptist Church at 2416 Palm Avenue.
On behalf of the University, the VISTA
staff would like to express their sympathies
to friends and family.

The VISTA will host a
creative writing/poetry
contest during Novem
ber. Entries must be
typed and submitted to
the VISTA office by
Mon., Nov. 26. Entries
will be judged by an
editorial board and
select materials printed
in a special issue. Put
your creative thought
to print.

'Touch of Class* Boasts Best Ever
Homecoming 1984, "A Touch of Class" will prove to be the best Homecoming
celebration yet. The activities will include an MBAC on November 2, the football
game and parade on November 3, and will conclude with the highlight of the
week, the Homecoming Dance on the evening of November 3. The dance will take
place at the Hyatt Islandia Hotel. Cocktail hour begins promptly at 6:30 p.m., and
dinner will be served at 8:00 p.m. There will be dancing to a live band throughout
the entire evening, with the presentation of the court at 10:30. All are invited to
attend. Bids are $45 and may be purchased in the USD box office. This evening
promises to be one of your most memorable evenings spent at USD.

Last day to buy bids is TODAY!!

Phi Kappa Theta LiV Sisters

HOMECOMING CAR WASH
This Saturday, Nov. 3rd, 9-1:00
at School of Education Parking Lot
$1.50 Presale / $2.00 on site
Contact any PKT Lil' Sister for tickets/info
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Campus Notes
*Sure Happy It's Thursday Party TODAY, sponsored by PKT Tecolote Park
3-5:30, $1.00.
^Homecoming Court Elections, all day TODAY! In front of Serra Hall, in
Camino Cafe.
*Holy day of obligation: All Saints Day today. 12:15 mass in Founders Chapel.
See Immaculata times.
*SAA Speaker Series, 7:30 pm tonight! Mission Crossroads.
*"Capelletti" brought to you by Speaker's Bureau, 8 pm, Nov. 8th, Salomon Lec
ture Hall.
*Lark presents "Quest" tonight at 9 pm, featuring the Street Cars Eyes Band.
*Fri., Nov. 2, is the day for ACT testing. Check for details.
*HOMECOMING!!! Sat., Nov. 3 is the big night! Game 1:30 pm, Dance 6:30 pm,
Hyatt Islandia Hotel.
*HOMECOMING CAR WASH sponsored by PKT Lil' Sisters, 9-1:00, School of
Ed parking lot, $2.00.
*"A Touch of Class" is the theme for Fri, at MBAC, 3-6 pm.
*MISSION CLUB meeting Sunday, 8:00 pm, Founders 128.
*Mon., Nov. 5, ICC meeting, 12:15 pm, Salomon Lecture Hall.
*PROJECT '85, meeting to discuss Senior Retreat in Board Room, Mon. nite,
5:30.
*SAA meeting, Mon., 9:30 pm, DeSales Board Room.
*MEMORY SEMINAR with David Markoff, Mon., Nov. 5, 3:00 pm, Saloman
Lecture Hall, FREE.
*"A Conversation With Tibor Machan", Mon., 7 pm, Serra Faculty Lounge. All
Welcome!
*Tues., Nov. 6, Program Board Meeting. 12 noon, SHCR.
*IFC meeting, 11:30 am, Tues. SHCR.
*Film Forum presents "Annie Hall," Wed., Nov. 7, 9 pm, Salomon Lecture Hall.
ADMISSION IS FREE!
*Thurs. Nov. 8, CIA meeting, 11:30 pm, D209.
*ASB Senate, Thurs., 11:15 am, Salomon Lecture Hall.
*RETREAT RETREAT RETREAT!!! Campus Ministry Retreat Nov. 9-11 has
openings for men. Sign-up in Founders 191 before it's too late.
*Check list in Serra Campus Ministry office and Founders 191 for retreaters.

professionals at 6110
give you the image you want
from the most conservative to
the newest trends!
Unique cuts • Styling • European hair color • Cellophanes
• Naturalized weaving • Advanced perm techniques •
Long hair specialization • Reconstructive conditioning •
Total nail care.
Also, now offering a skin care service tailored just for you.
Corrective facial treatments • Make-up • Waxing.
Gift certificates and specials on combined services available.
6110 Friars Rd. 298-6105

USD Students receive 15 percent
discount with l.D.

Kim Mueller finds a toga-ed dance partner at the Halloween III Bash held at
the Big Oak Ranch last Thursday night. The well-attended dance was spon
sored by Sigma Pi Fraternity. Photo by Spence Webster

Program Being Offered
For Financial Institutes
The University of San Diego's School of
Business Administration, in conjunction
with the American Institute of Banking—
California, is offering a special educational
and executive development program open
to financial institution professionals at all
levels of management. The "Professional
Seminar Series in Banking," which begins
in November, focuses on financial and
management areas of financial institution
management.
The seminars, which will be taught by
professors from the USD business school,
have been arranged in two categories: the
"Financial Series" and the "Management
Series." Participants can enroll in in
dividual seminars or in the entire program
depending on their specific development
needs.
"Financial Series" topics include:
—Techniques in Security Analysis and
Portfolio Management (18 hours),
—Strategic Asset-Liability Management
(12 hours),
—Managing the Bank's Marketing Ef
fort (6 hours),

Phi Kappa Theta
Fraternity presents a:

Sure
Happy
It's
Thursday Party
3-5:30 p.m.
Today, Nov. 1 at Tecolote Park,
$1.00. "Come celebrate Torero
Week with the Phi Kaps!"

—Liquidity Position Management: Con
cepts and Forecasting, and
—Loan Evaluation and Bad Loan
Avoidance Techniques.
The "Management Series" seminars will
be six hours each, covering:
—Strategic Planning in the Banking In
dustry,
—Effective Negotiating Skills for
Bankers,
—Strategic Human Resources Manage
ment,
—Coping with Managerial and Job
Stress, and
—Executive Succession.
The advent of new financial planning
tools such as financial futures contracts
and modern portfolio theory, the increas
ing availability and sophistication of
micro-computers, and the acceptance of
progressive ideas in strategic planning and
management are all factors which will play
a critical role in the success of the banks of
the future, according to the program's
director, Dr. Dennis P. Zocco, a USD pro
fessor in finance.
"The program provides a valuable en
hancement to the professional educational
opportunities available to all financial in
stitutions in the Southern California
area," he said. "There is no doubt that
many financial and management tech
niques of the last 20 years have become
unreliable. Faced with a changing business
environment and the increasing occur
rences of bank failures, I believe bankers
will view the program as an investment in
their future."
The seminars will be conducted in
USD's new Olin Hall, home to the School
of Business Administration. The facility
features advanced educational and com
puter equipment, business study labora
tories and other educational resources
available to series participants.
More information can be obtained by
calling Dr. Zocco at (619) 260-4848.
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Opinions

Letters to the Editor
Christian Views Defined
Dear Editor,
I would like to take contest with a letter
by John Sanford printed in the October 18
issue of the VISTA. The letter concerns
an advocation of Planned Parenthood,
but specifically I would take issue with Mr.
Sanford's justification of abortion where
he states "It is true that abortion kills life.
It kills physical life, not spiritual life. If you
believe that God is all forgiving and all
giving, like good Catholics are supposed to
believe, then God could not help but give
that unborn soul a second chance at life.
Leave your own moralistic judgements for
yourself..."
While it is Mr. Sanford's prerogative to
choose any stand on abortion that he sees
fit, but his justification of abortion from a
Christian standpoint is at best, fallacious.
Mr. Sanford admits that abortion is kill
ing, but the Bible states clearly that "You
shall not kill." (Ex. 20:13) How can he
state that it is alright to kill an unborn
child just because God will forgive one for

it? While it is certainly true that God will
forgive any sin, because of the sacrifice of
Jesus, it certainly does not make it alright
to sin! The Bible states that Jesus was espe
cially concerned with small children. "It
would be better for him if a millstone were
hung around his neck and he were thrown
into the sea, than that he should cause
one of these little ones to stumble." (Luke
17:2) How much worse is it to kill a little
one? Further, "And whoever in the name
of a disciple gives to one of these little ones
even a cup of cold water to drink, truly I
say to you, he will not lose his reward."
(Matt. 10:42) If God blesses someone who
just gives a cup of water to a little one,
how much more will He curse someone
who kills one of these little ones?
Mr. Sanford is certainly entitled to his
opinion on the subject of abortion, but
there is no way that his stand can be de
fended from a Christian or scriptural
point of view.
Thank you,

Scott Stevens

Berg Not Director
Dear Editor,
I would like to thank the Vista for giving
me a promotion to the position of "one of
the two intramural directors." (Becker,
Berg Have Intramurals for All) In reality,
Gary Becker is the one and only director
of the intramural sports program. The title
on my letter of appointment reads assistant
director of intramural sports.
Another point that I wish to clarify con
cerns the Bud Page. Although I appreciate
receiving credit for the articles found on
this page, I do not write all of them. 1 do
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write some each week, but so does Gary
Becker and Seamus McFadden. Seamus is
also an assistant director of intramural
sports. Though not mentioned in the arti
cle, his work is significantly responsible for
the success of our program.
Thanks for giving me the opportunity to
clarify these points and thanks also for
printing the article in the first place. The
publicity is greatly appreciated.

Andy Berg
Assistant Director
of Intramural Sports
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WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IN VISTA?
Our effectiveness depends upon your support.
Any comments, suggestions, and praise is
welcome. Leave your comments in designated
boxes at the Mission Crossroads or A SB office.

From the desk . . .
Three years ago, I wanted desperately to move off-campus. I thought it
was the mature thing to do. However, the parents wouldn't go for it and
grudgingly, I stayed put. Here I am, a senior, still living in campus
housing . . . and enjoying it!
There seems to be a change in attitudes about living on campus. It is no
longer the unpleasant experience for most as once viewed. Factors influenc
ing this change appear to be: recognition of truly exceptional living facilities,
increased participation in campus organizations, a well-organized Residence
Life program, security and convenience.
Having visited other campus dormitories, I have learned to appreciate our
housing more. Nowhere have I seen facilities nicer than those that house
USD students. A booming Summer Conference Program at USD brings
conferencees to campus all summer. Compliments accompany each con
ference that visits.
A common complaint regarding housing involves the high room and
board fees required of residents. However, USD's fees remain comparable to
those at other universities. The difference is seen in the quality of facilities
offered. Excellent upkeep of the buildings and grounds add to the ap
pearance of fine housing, and the views we have can't be beat.
Fraternities and sororities have established "houses" within USD's hous
ing complex to promote sister/brotherhood. Similarly, active students have
remained on campus for convenience-sake. Living on campus keeps students
in touch with each other and allows wider communication.
USD's Residence Life program offers a well-trained, selective and friendly
staff of students and professionals who serve only to help residents. An im
pressive program has been seen in the years that I have resided here. Resi
dent programs offered to the students held make campus life the unique ex
perience that it is.
The new temporary alcohol policy allowing 21-year-old students to drink
in their rooms for the first time has also added to a calmer, more mature at
mosphere for students to reside in. Many students chose to move off-campus
for reasons that included alcohol restrictions and other rules. Lifting the
"dry campus" status seems to have promoted maturity amongst residents.
The Residence Life staff has handled the new policy with care and success.
Security at USD has always been there for most to jab and poke fun at.
They've also always been there to insure the safety of students as best they
could. Confidence has been found in USD's force and appreciation resulted.
This is our community. It is convenient to live, study, work and play in
one close area. Granted, there are times when we have to get away, but I, for
one, am glad to have spent my college days at college. What we have is uni
que and the opportunities great. The increase in numbers of campus
residents supports a heightened interest. Is this the new trend?

Emily M. Schell
Editor-in-Chief
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Commentary

Commentary

Single Issue Politics

by Michele E. Weber

As is evident by past issues of this paper,
etc . . . abortion is an issue of major im
portance to many Catholics and thus to
many potential voters of this November
6th election. My concern in writing this
editorial is about the political standpoint
of many of my fellow Catholics resulting
from their views on abortion. Supposedly
a Catholic's anti-abortion stance is drawn
from a deep conviction that human life is
sacred, most valuable, and is to be treated
with great respect and dignity. However,
the claim that concern for life is to blindly
support a candidate who seeks legal sanc
tions against abortion is not a balanced
equation.
Concern for the dignity of human life is
the issue. Abortion is one aspect, as is con
cern with conventional warfare and its
resulting murders, social justice, potential
nuclear annihilation of ALL life, and
many other concerns. I do not intend to
belittle the issue of abortion, but why do
we stop there in our concern for life? Why
do we not picket and protest the "acciden
tal" killings of innocent children in El
Salvador gunned down under the direc
tion of our CIA? Why do we not cry out

for our brothers and sisters only miles
away on our borders who are starving
while our grain reserves overflow? (You
don't see these people by the tourist spots,
folks. They're living in the garbage
dumps.) Why don't we focus our attention
on the battered women turned away from
shelters who have lost their federal fund
ing?
Respect for life needs to be a consistent
value. Death by a bullet is real and tan
gible, as is death by hunger and cold. If
one shows no concern in their actions for
the visibly suffering of humanity, how can
one expect others to respect a life as yet
unseen and only possibly fully human?
In examining a political candidate one
needs to see a concern for life affecting
ALL policy stands and decisions. I would
like to argue our present president is not
such a candidate. In the words of Goldwater, "every decision of this administra
tion so far has been based on the damn
dollar." To support this, three weeks ago
Vice-President George Bush held up his
wallet to the press and said, "This is what
it's all about." Money seems to be the de
terminant for this administration and life
seems to be bought cheaply.

OPINIONS ANYONE?
The VISTA would like to see your opinions through
letters to the editor and commentaries. Submit typed
material to the VISTA office by Monday at Noon.

•••

Why is it so few Americans heard of
Grenada before the invasion? Why were
diplomatic means not attempted before
our military was sent, some to die, onto
the shores? Were the lives lost so valueless
as not to be worth the trouble of negotia
tion? Why wasn't the problem brought to
the world court (which the Reagan admin
istration has virtually ignored)?
Given one mistake to learn from, why
did the administration strike out in
Beirut? Each time the ball hit the catcher's
glove American lives were lost. These
losses could easily have been avoided on at
least the second and third occasion.
The Reagan administration has in
creased the military budget to "protect our
future generations," yet has so laxened en
vironmental regulations on industry that
thousands more children will suffer from
lung diseases before reaching adulthood.
(I'm backed here by the Department of
Health estimates.)
Reagan initiated radical cuts in aid to
the developmentally disahled and handi
capped. Funding for public institutions
has been cut. If you've ever been in a
federally funded institution, you know
that there are no "extras" or "frills" to be
sacrificed to compensate for such cuts.
We can't expect others to change their
views regarding the value of life by
supporting ANY candidate blindly on any
single issue be it abortion or the threat of
nuclear war. If we truly intend to promote
justice, we need to be a knowledgable,
organized voting block that examines all
aspects and facets of a candidate, his or
her party, and their policy. We can't say
"abortion is wrong and so and so is
against abortion, so I'll vote for him or
her." It's not that simple.
Please vote next week. Please vote ac
cording to your conscience. Your priori
ties are your own. Your choice is your own
to make. What I do want to point out in
this editorial is the following: If you vote
for Ronald Reagan, do it because you love
Milton Friedman, not because you think
one of the administration's top priorities is
a concern for the dignity and value of each
and every human life. Others come closer.

A.S.B. Senate/
Surf Club/
91X FM

Studen^- Ftal

present

1st Annual U.S.D.

2 on 2

You'll drive the revolutionary Dodge
Daytona Turbo through a competition rally course set up right
here on campus Your lap will be electronically timed and the
student with the best* official score wins a trip to Daytona
Beach to compete in the National Grand Finals Other prizes
wilt be awarded to 2nd and 3rd place finishers and each hour
spectators and driversalike will win great campus prizes
Absolutely no purchase is necessary it's all free fun

I/XP..m Over $125,000 in prizes will be awarded in the

3rd Annual National Collegiate Driving Championships brought
to you by Dodge and other participating sponsors
National Grand Finals Awards

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

•complete rally and prize award rules available at competition site

$5,000 cash scholarship and use of a Dodge
Daytona Turbo for 1 year
$3,000 cash scholarship and use of a Dodge
Daytona Turbo for 1 year
$2,000 cash scholarship and use of a Dodge
Daytona Turbo for 1 year

GOOD/YEAR uni@n
iTERN

US Department
of Iron spot loton

Nattonol Highway
Traffic Safety
Administration

ocean pacific
National
Safety
Council

Volleyball Tournament
& Beach Party
Nov. 11, 11:00 a.m.
Mission Beach, Chasset St.
$2.00 entry fee. Entries begin
Monday, Nov. 5

Prizes! Food!
Barbecue!
Refreshments!

"Reaganomics"
Is Attacked
by Arian Collins
Entertainment Editor
Ronald Reagan lies. In most of his cam
paign commercials there are two main
themes. One is that if Walter Mondale is
elected the economy will return to the way
it was during the Carter Administration.
The Reagan campaign has painted a pic
ture of itself as the reason the economy
has stabilized. Another theme is that dur
ing the Carter Administration the U.S.
was despised by foreign countries, where
as today it is not. Both themes have
nothing to back them up and are untrue.
The economy ordeal was caused by a
snowballing effect started before Carter
took office. The United States relied on
the shah and the country of Iran as allies
too heavily. In return for the shah's loyal
ty, the U.S. imported more oil from Iran
than any other country. In 1979 when
Khomeni took power and students raided
the U.S. embassy in Tehran, a major oil
source to the U.S. was cut off. Prices for
gasoline were affected and skyrocketed. In
flation soon followed. This is what caused
the economy to go sour.
We were just getting out of the Iranian
crisis as Reagan took office. Soon the oil
companies found other countries to get
more oil from and the prices began to
drop. OPEC couldn't agree on price hikes
and gasoline prices Went down further. As
a result, inflation went down and the U.S.
economy improved.
The world's economy is based on oil. It
was oil that caused the U.S.'s economy to
suffer. It wasn't the fault of the Carter Ad
ministration. And the Reagan Adminis
tration had nothing to do with the econo
my improving. It would not have mattered
who was president.
Reagan campaign commercials also
show people of other countries protesting
the policies of the United States during
the time Carter was president. It may
come as a shock to Mr. Reagan, but peo
ple are still protesting the policies of the
U.S. In fact, some of the biggest rallies in
western Europe's history were directed
toward the U.S. and its policies toward
nuclear weapons. There are more Amer
icans protesting against the U.S. govern
ment now then there were during the time
that Carter was president.
There is certainly no way to substantiate
the claims that with Mondale as president,
things will revert to 1980. Although Mon
dale was Carter's running mate, it is well
known that vice-presidents have very little
say in presidential decisions.
So what it boils down to is Jimmy
Carter had little, if anything, to do with
the economy going bad; and Reagan had
little, if anything, to do with the economy
getting better. Reagan has nothing to sub
stantiate his suggestions that Mondale will
return us to a poor time in America's
history. He simply can't think of anything
good to say about his years in office.
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Father Rigny Honored
By Diane Katz

Staff Writer

Father Francis Rigny taught the first
full semester of the College of Men in
1954. At this point in time the College of
Men met where University High is
presently located, with only
forty
students attending and six classrooms in
use. The University of San Diego College
of Women, which was started in 1952, met
in Camino and Founders, and Francis
Rigny was very much in favor of the
merger between the men's college and the
Women's college. In 1954 Francis Rigny
was professor of German and taught
history in the evenings.
Francis Rigny was born in Chicago, Il
linois, April, 1903 and was ordained April
9, 1930. During 1933-1934, Francis Rigny
taught at St. Bonaventure College in New
York. In the fall of 1934 he traveled to
Europe and got his doctoral degree in
History and German at the University of
Berlin. He remained in Berlin from
1935-1940 and in October, 1939, he receiv
ed a PhD in History. While Francis Rigny
was in Germany, Nazism was on the rise.
Francis Rigny left Europe by boat in
January, 1940, arriving in New York in

On October 11, 1984 a banquet was
held at the Town and Country Hotel in
honor of Father Francis Rigny who
developed the beginning of the University
of San Diego College of Men, under the
founding bishop, Bishop Buddy. Professor
Parker, of the English department, was
also a founder of the College of Men and
was master of ceremonies at the banquet.
The professors from the College of Men
meet each year to commemerate a member
of the old men's college.
February, 1940. He taught once again at
St. Bonaventure College from 1949-1954.
In 1954 Francis Rigny went to the Univer
sity of San Diego College of Men to begin
his teaching career there. He taught until
1973.
A few of the many highlights Francis
Rigny had while he was at the College of
Men were: heading the History depart
ment; being offical historian at USD; as
well as being the teacher of numerous
graduate courses. He has a very positive
attitude towards the University of San
Diego as a Catholic Institution. In the ex
citing years that Francis Rigny founded
and taught at the College of Men, the
University was his pride and joy, as much
as it still is today.

Glamour Searches
For Top Ten Women
USD students are invited to participate in
GLAMOUR Magazine's 1985 Top Ten
College Women Competition. Young
women from colleges and universities
throughout the country will compete in
GLAMOUR's search for ten outstanding
students. A panel of GLAMOUR editors
will select the winners on the basis of their

Cappelletti To Speak
At USD Nov. 8
San Diego Charger John Cappelletti will
speak at the University of San Diego on
Thursday, November 8 in Salomon Lec
ture Hall, DeSales Hall at 8:00 p.m.
Capelletti will speak on "Motivation
through Goal-Setting."
The public is invited to attend the free
lecture sponsored by the USD Associated
Students Speakers Bureau. For informa
tion contact the Speakers Bureau Director
Paul Davis at 260-4714.
Cappelletti was raised in Upper Darby,
Pennsylvania and played quarterback for
the Monsignor Bonner High Friars.

THE BEST WAY
TO SAVE ON BASS
CUTTING CORNERS
$5.00 OFF
Any pair of Bass Shoes

PLUS A FREE BASS
T-SHIRT

solid records of achievement in academic
studies and/or in extracurricular activities
on campus or in the community.
The 1985 Top Ten College Women will
be featured in GLAMOUR's August Col
lege Issue. During May, June or July, the
ten winners will receive an all-expensespaid trip to New York City and will par
ticipate in meetings with professionals in
their area of interest.
Anyone who is interested in entering
the search should contact Barbara
Schmitz in Student Affairs for more infor
mation. The deadline for submitting an
application to GLAMOUR is December
7, 1984.

Vision Quest
Seeks Students
Can you see yourself riding on a wagon
train or sailing on a tall ship? Are you
looking for an outdoor lifestyle?
It's not as strange as it sounds. The
train, the ship, and the lifestyle are part of
Vision Quest, a unique child care agency
with programs in Arizona, New Mexico,
Pennsylvania and California. Vision
Quest actively seeks hardworking young
men and women who are interested in
treating troubled youth, who are seeking a
rugged lifestyle, and who look for a
challenge.
Through programs such as wilderness
camps, wagon trains, and group homes,
the youth's energy is channeled toward
the accomplishment of worthwhile goals
that require skill, self-discipline and
perserverance.
For those interested in career oppor
tunities with Vision Quest, recruiters will
be on campus at the Career Counseling
and Placement Office, Serra 300, on Fri
day, November 9, 1984.
Vision Quest has openings for:
Houseparents// 1 ripparents
Special Education Teachers
Nurses
Wilderness Instructors
Horsemanship Experts
Residential Youth Counselors
Family Coordinators
For more information, go to Serra 300
or call the Career Counseling &_ Place
ment Office, 260-4600 ext. 4212.

OFF!
TAKE
•
•
•
•

University Towne Centre
La Joiia Village Drive
San Diego
452-8016

One coupon per visit. Offer good on non-sale merchandise only.
Coupon expires November 10,1984.

G.H. BASS

AIRFARES
TOURS
RAILPASSES
INTL STUDENT ID'S

ALL.YOUR TRAVEL
NEEDS.
STUDENT
TRAVEL
NETWORK

1551 Camino Del Rio South
SINCE 1870'

692-9213
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Campus Capsules
WHO'S BEHIND THE CAMPUS HECKLING of Walter Mondale? Mondale support
ers, including college Democrat organizations, say private Republican groups organized
and trained students to disrupt Mondale appearances on campus, but instructs them to
disavow any connections with President Reagan. Reagan campaigners insist there is no
connection. The college Republicans maintain their efforts are limited to the touring of
"Fritzbusters" groups and other non-disruptive protests. The heckling was worst at the
U. of Southern California, where the Student Senate formally condemmed those who
disrupted Mondale's speech with chants and boos. Copies of the Senate resolution were
sent to the Mondale campaign.
MORE BAD NEWS ON WALKMAN-TYPE STEREOS: New research confirms prior
suspicions that the tiny headphones of "personal stereos" are loud enough to cause
hearing loss in the high frequencies for several days after exposure. Researchers at the
Listening Center in Toronto, Canada, say the stereos diminish what students can hear
in class, and cause shorter attention spans and mood changes.
MACHO MEN ARE WIMPS when it comes to saving damsels in distress. According to
Psychology Today magazine, a recent study showed that college students who scored high
on traditional male traits, such as aggressiveness and competitiveness were the least like
ly to intervene when they heard someone choking in the next room. The macho types
were too afraid of looking foolish to get involved.
A 21 INCH KNIFE WAS STOLEN from a Michigan State U. museum exhibit, on
display in MSU Union. The knife was passed from class to class, and was used to slice
barbecued ox at the traditional Sophomore Barbecu e held for almost 50 years, until the
early 1950's. MSU Museum officials wanted current students to participate in the tradi
tion, but say they will have to be more careful about exhibits in the future.
TO REPLACE THE DANGEROUS freshman tradition of grabbing the Nassau Hall
bell clapper from its perch on the building's copula, Princeton U. organized a clapper
hunt. Freshmen followed clues to locate the clapper. It was still pounded 88 times on a
campus cannon, to signal the arrival of the Class of '88.
ROCKNE COMES AND GOES: The Knute Rockne bust stolen from the U. of Notre
Dame last spring was returned during a campus pep rally recently, but another, smaller
bust of Rockne has now disappeared. The large bust was apparently given to a group of
ND freshmen who turned it over to Head Football Coach Gerry Faust. None of the
students were apprehended. Three days later, a small replica of the bust—which had
been used as a substitute—disappeared from its place in Rockne Memorial Library.
U. OF VIRGINIA PRESIDENT FRANK HEREFORD turned down an invitation by
the Charlottesville chapter of the National Organization of Women to attend a campus
screening of "Deep Throat." NOW wanted Hereford to view the movie and decide
whether the school should ban X-rated movies. Hereford said he deplores all X-rated
films, but believes the university should uphold the freedom of expression.

OXFAM '84
NOV, 12-18

Question of the Week
What are you going to do to impress your date
at HomecomingV*

—Mary Warburton
Sophomore/Communications

"I'll give him a longstemmed rose and wear Anais
Anais."

—Tom Kozak
Junior/Biology

"I'll wear a low-cut dress
and eat my food sensuously."

—Liz Bernatz,
gwersen

Denise

In-

Sophomore, Senior/Undeclared,
Business

"We'll fly our dates to San
Francisco for dinner, then
meet after the dance on the
yacht with our sisters."

FUND RAISING:

Student and faculty fund raising events
will take place all week long

—Lisa Janks

FAST: THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15

Sophomore/U ndeclared

"I'll buy the bid."

Fast at any or all meals
ALL money from skipped meals (meal plan only)
goes to OXFAM food development programs

SPECIAL LITURGIES:

Thursday, November 15 — 12:15 pm
Sunday, November 18 — 5:00 and 7:00 pm
—Founders Chapel—
Sponsored by USD Campus Ministry

—Cathleen Ryan

Freshmen
Class
Homecoming
Float
Building
Party
Thursday, Nov. 1
All interested meet at
Camino Lounge, 6:00 pm

Music! Fun!
Refreshments!

Free Career
Information!
Business Week pub
lishes a quarterly "Guide
to Careers" which is
available free to all stu
dents in the Career
Counseling and Place
ment Office, Serra 300.
Articles include: "Ca
reers in Management
Science," "The Chang
ing World of Banking,"
and "Those Intimidating
Interview Questions."

Senior/Business

"Send Christy Brinkley in
my place."

j

—Claire D'Agostino
Senior/English

"He should already be im
pressed."
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San Diego Scene

Hedgecock's Controversy Career Program Puts
By Adrienne King
Staff Writer

Roger Hedgecock (R) has urged USD
students to take a close look at the issues
involved in this mayoral race. "The future
of San Diego is at stake," he said during a
recent interview.
Hedgecock was indicted Sept. 19 on
felony and perjury charges derived from
allegedly laundered contributions in the 1983
mayoral campaign. The FPPC claims that
Hedgecock failed to disclose thousands of
dollars in campaign contributions and
other transactions.
Hedgecock said, "The grand jury indict
ment was timed so that the charges would
come out before the election but wouldn't
have to be proven until after the election."
He stated that the charges were politically
motivated and stem from the days when
as a member of the Board of Supervisors
he criticized budget proposals by District
Attorney Ed Miller.
According to Hedgecock, Miller has
violated his own rules in the conduct of
this investigation. "He has repeatedly told
candidates for office that no investigation
can take place before an election because
he, the District Attorney, does not want
to influence the outcome of an election.
This investigation is timed deliberately by
his own admission," said Hedgecock.
Hedgecock pointed out the grand jury
record in which a number of quotes from
Assistant District Attorney Richard Huff
man said to the effect that he wanted to
hurry up the investigation to make sure
the charges would come out prior to the
election. "That's in the record," said
Hedgecock. "The District Attorney is at
tempting to influence the voters of this ci
ty by getting a full airing of these wild
charges," he added.
"Any reasonable person who has read
the grand jury transcripts and the indict
ment finds it to be full of the wildest
speculation without a shred of evidence.
Even on the assumption that everything
the District Attorney has said is true,
there is no direct evidence linking me to
any conspiracy or any overt act that
would be illegal," said Hedgecock.
Confident that he will win the trial,
Hedgecock is not as sure about the elec
tion. "As an elected official I know these
charges have raised questions that hurt me
with the public," he said. "It's always
easier to charge than to defend."
Hedgecock is appealing to the voters to
exercise common sense in assuming he is
innocent until proven otherwise. "I

Part Time — Great Pay
Evenings 4:00 to 9:00 p.m.
earn $6.00 to $10.00 an
hour based on our min
imum sales goals, as a
sales representative for the
San Diego Edition of the
L.A. TIMES.
Call Between
10 a.m.-12 noon
Call now for an appoint
ment:
565-1661

should be judged as to what kind of job
I've done," he said, pointing out the ac
complishments of his year and a half
mayoral term, Hedgecock highlighted the
convention center, financing the east line
trolley, and bringing the Superbowl to
San Diego in 1987.
Hedgecock, who throughout his cam
paign has drawn a sharp contrast between
his 10-year record of achievement and his
opponent's, Dick Carlson(R), lack of ex
perience, sees environmental protection
critical to the San Diego Area.
"I have battled to protect open spaces
and beaches—to really keep a high quality
environment," he said.
Hedgecock asserts that this would not
be so with Carlson. "My opponent is sup
ported by the titans of the savings and
loan industry and the pro-growth special
interest groups who would simply love to
have a mayor talk about the need for
growth management but who in fact sup
ports a more wide-open development
policy that would tend to destroy the
beauty of San Diego."
When asked what his political plans for
the future might be, Hedgecock answered,
"Right now the only thing I'm willing to
commit to is to serve out the term if I'm re
elected. Quite frankly, I'm soured on the
political process. I would love to continue
being the mayor of San Diego—I love the
job, but the political process is a very dir
ty, corrupt business."

College In Fashion
By Diane Katz
Staff Writer

The Fashion Careers Of California, a
fashion merchandising college located on
Morena Boulevard, is a one year program
in which students take courses ranging
from merchandising to design.
Lisa Barnhill, a student at FCC, said the
school "has a business-like atmosphere
where appearances and attitudes are
similar to that of the real business world."
FCC places a great deal of emphasis on*
classroom work as well as on volunteer
participation throughout the community,
in civic events and charitable activities,
both nonfashion and fashion oriented.
FCC offers its students many different
practical learning experiences throughout
their studies. Nuvo, FCC's student store,
offers students the opportunity to practice
merchandising techniques, participate in
selling and helping in the selection and co
ordinating of items for use in fashion
shows. The students also have an oppor
tunity to submit their own designs and
merchandise for showing in Nuvo. Lisa
will be submitting the first angora sweaters
in her collection for sale in Nuvo, which
will soon be open to the public.
Another highlight of FCC is the study
tour to New York on Spring break. The
goal of this trip is to expose students to the

many avenues of the fashion world, such
as designer showrooms, manufacturing
outlets and art museums. Field trips in San
Diego and Los Angeles are also taken
regularly in order for students to have the
opportunity to experience a variety of life
styles and career environments. These
trips also introduce the students to current
trends and avant garde styles.
The job placement at FCC is another
important element in the overwhelming
success of its graduates. Many of San
Diego's leading stores—Saks Fifth
Avenue, The Broadway, Robinson's,
Nieman Marcus, Capriccio, Nordstrom—
call upon the students to assist them in the
city's major shows, as well as assisting the
students in finding jobs. The school aids
students in finding job placement through
advising, interviews and instruction in in
terview techniques. Because of the close
association of the faculty with the retail in
dustry, the college is alert to new job op
portunities.
Lisa Barnhill feels FCC has given her
the opportunity she may never have had
to find out what her talents and aspira
tions were had she not attended FCC. For
Lisa, as well as for many other students,
FCC has well prepared them to succeed in
the working world today.

IS A GOOD MEMORY THE MARK OF AN EDUCATED PERSON?
Don't believe for a minute that good memory can ever replace an education. The educated person, even the
proverbial absent-minded professor, has an indepth grasp of his subject that goes well beyond mere memory.
And what he doesn't know, he knows how and where to look up.
There is one small problem, however. And that problem is called C O L L E G E E X A M S . Because you can't look
it up in a book during an exam. You've got to remember it. And if you're a crammer, your ability to memorize
quickly and recall accurately becomes even more important.
It is widely accepted today among educators that a highly developed memory is indeed a learned skill (with
rare exceptions). With the application of a few simple techniques, and the willingness to practice and be
creative, you can:
1) Double or triple your ability to remember anything you want to remember.
2) Have 5 times the long-term retention (as without a method).
3) Say goodbye forever to rote memorization.
4) Get better grades without spending more time studying.
5) Remember people's names indefinitely (though not necessarily with instant recall).
6) Have more time to become the truly educated person you went to college to become.
You are invited to attend a F R E E one-hour lecture and seminar presented by David Markoff, "the foremost
memory expert in the world today." Not only will David demonstrate some incredible feats of memory, but
more importantly, you yourself will have the opportunity to take that first key step toward having the ability
to REMEMBER ANYTHING YOU WANT TO REMEMBER.
In just one short exercise, and under David Markoff's expert guidance, you will literally T R I P L E Y O U R O W N
ABILITY TO MEMORIZE any list of tangible objects, the mastery of which is fundamental to potentializing
your memory.

UNIVERSITY OF S A N DIEGO, S A L O M O N LECTURE HALL, DESALES HALL
M o n d a y , N o v e m b e r 5 a t 3 : 0 0 p.m.
Sponsored by ASB Speakers' Bureau and Markoff Memory Institute
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San Diego Scene

Professor Runs
For Congress
By Adrienne King
Staff Writer

Congressional Candidate and USD professor Bob Simmons.

Carlson Cash
By Michael Hall
SDS E d i t o r
Mayoral candidate Dick Carlson has re
cently become involved in a financial con
troversy that, although not rivaling the
one associated with incumbent Mayor
Roger Hedgecock in scope or depth, has
provided a thorn in the side of his cam
paign. Mayor Hedgecock and other
members of the community have chided
the challenger for contributing more than
$300,000 to his own campaign. The most
recent jibe came last Sunday evening dur
ing the televised mayoral debate on
KCST-TV.
Mayor Hedgecock stated on that pro
gram that the amount Carlson has contri
buted to his run for office represented 11
times the annual income of the average
family of four. "I don't think that you, the
people of San Diego, want someone in this
office, that is an office of high trust, who is
willing to spend unlimited personal for
tune to buy the office."
The beginning of the campaign was
marked by Carlson's promise of not spen
ding more than $500 of his own funds.
Campaign financial disclosures filed last
week showed that Carlson had added

another $112,000 of his own money to the
campaign for a total of $336,000 in per
sonal loans, which amounts to 57% of his
own treasury. Additional loans are likely
before the election rolls around.
Last Sunday's televised debate gave
Carlson the forum to defend the use of the
$336,000 from his own personal fortune. It
has led him to outspend his opponent by
more than $200,000 so far.
Carlson emphatically defended his posi
tion concerning financing his campaign.
Stated he, "The reason that we made the
decision to do that was simply based on
my desire to be independent, that I am not
beholden to any special interests at all."
Hedgecock, according to Dick Carlson,
has "spent more than 1 million dollars on
public relations." In recent weeks, the con
tender said that he needed to use costly
advertising to compensate for the elec
torate's familiarity with the Mayor. In the
meantime, he criticized labor leaders for
plans to make independent expenditures
for Hedgecock.
"I was surprised to learn that ... a small
number of labor groups here has purchas
ed time on behalf of Roger Hedgecock's
campaign. I consider that a direct vio
lation of the spirit of the election."

Julian Echoes
Celebrate the Retreat Experience

Catering Positions Open

7:30 p.m. — Saturday, Nov. 10
Founders Chapel
Cookie Bash to Follow!

x

Bob Simmons, candidate for the 41st
Congressional District, wants some tough
questions answered by incumbent Bill
Lowery, who is seeking a third term in of
fice.
Simmons, a law professor at USD, said
that Lowery has rejected all but one of 17
separate invitations to debate on openended dates since Congress adjourned.
"He's turned them down because he
knows that I'm going to ask him to ex
plain a few things," said Simmons during
a recent interview.
One issue Simmons is determined to br
ing into focus is Lowery's publicized claim
of having prevented oil drilling along San
Diego's coast through a moratorium
Lowery established. Simmons said this
claim is false. "The one year moratorium
applies only to oil tracks twenty miles out.
The off-shore oil tracks—over a hundred
of which are being leased by the Depart
ment of Interior—from twenty miles on
out to a hundred miles, are still wide
open," said Simmons.
EPA reports show that just one oil plat
form, forty miles off the coast will produce
the equivalent air pollution of 130,000 cars
a day. "It's not just the oil spills that
threaten our beaches," Simmons said. "It's
the substantial amount of air pollution
that would be produced by the gases
vented while the oil is drilled. And 90% of
the time, we have breezes coming to shore
and these breezes are going to carry that
smog into San Diego. I want to work for a
permanent ban on coastal oil drilling."
Simmons would also confront Lowery
on his vote to cut funds which would be
used to clean up 1,240 toxic waste
dumps—one of which is located at Fiesta
Island in Mission Bay.
"We know these toxins produce cancer,
and its criminal that Lowery voted against
funding to clean these dumps," said Sim
mons. He added that the companies re
sponsible for this problem should be made
to pay clean up costs through penalties
paid to the EPA Superfund, but where the
offenders cannot be identified the federal
government should share in the cost.
"This would be an investment in the
future health of this country and that's a
far better use of federal money than the
billions of dollars that we're putting into
such suicide machines as the MX missile,"
he said.
Simmons believes that nuclear arms
control is most important of all campaign
issues. "What's important about money or
jobs if life is taken away from us? We're

closer today to nuclear war than we were 4
years ago—maybe accidently, maybe
through terrorists.
"Our government and the Russian
government are like two little boys with
chips on their shoulders, each one daring
the other to knock it off. The chips are
getting bigger and bigger. It's time we
brought an end to this nonsense," said
Simmons, who supports a nuclear freeze.
Lowery, who has voted for every
nuclear program coming before the
House, as well as for nerve gas production,
has stated that a nuclear war can be won.
Simmons said, "I fault Mr. Lowery for
not understanding what history has
taught us about this vicious spiral of
nuclear weapons competition." He went
on to say that despite the country having
thousands more nuclear weapons than it
had four years ago, we are less secure and
have more fear.
"We can solve this problem by putting
people into government who are willing to
spend more energy into finding peace than
preparing for nuclear war," Simmons said.
Simmons pointed out that there has
never been a peace created by increasing
the number of weapons each country has.
"That makes about as much sense as two
gunfighters facing each other three feet
apart and trying to create peace between
them by giving each a second gun and
then a third. I believe that we are doing
the same thing, and Russia too. And so it
goes, year after year, and we are getting
closer to a final war," Simmons said.
Simmons wants to work for an agree
ment with the Russians that will provide
verification of arms production by onsight inspection. "The Lowerys of this
country seem to forget that we already
have eleven agreements with Russia on
nuclear weapons, and they're adhering to
these agreements just as we are," Simmons
said. The first of these agreements goes
back to 1963, when Kennedy negotiated
the atmospheric test ban treaty.
Simmons urges USD students to "pay
attention to the difference between
Lowery and myself. Students need to
realize that my fight is more their fight
because they have a lot more to lose than I
do."
Bob Simmons, 57, has taught at the
University of San Diego School of Law for
12 years, during which time he has written
three law text books and served as project
director of the Legal Service Project. He is
founder of the Utility Consumers Action
Network (UCAN) and was part of the
legal team opposing the bullet train.
In 1978, a viral infection left Simmons
totally blind.

Monday Thru Friday (Some Weekends)
A

&

6:30-8:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
9:30-11:30 a.m.
3:00-4:00 p.m.
Pick Up Applications at DeSales Cafeteria
Between 9-5 Daily, or Call 260-4560.
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Law School Granted $400,000

The University of San Diego School of
Law recently recieved five grants totaling
more than $400,000 — the largest amount
of grant money ever received at one time
by the school, according to Sheldon
Krantz, dean of the Law School.
"These funds are a signal from the grant
ing organizations that USD's Law School
is providing valuable and badly-needed
public services through our various pro
grams. We're very pleased to be able to
serve our local communities in a variety of
ways!'
The five grants include:
• An award from the Weingart Founda
tion of $189,500 to USD's Center for
Public Interest Law for continuation of the
Center'-^ work of monitoring California
sta'e regulatory.
•A $170,000 grant from the San Diego
City Council to support neighborhood
mediation centers in Golden Hill and Mira
Mesa, part of the Law Center's program
ming.
• A $54,000 grant for the Legal Services
Corporation to establish a new law clinic
in the South Bay region of San Diego
County.
• A $10,000 grant from the Signal Com
panies to continue development and sup
port of the Law School's Mexico-U.S. Law
Institute.
•A $8,500 grant from the Parker Foun
dation for continued support of the Law
School's Linda Vista Legal Clinic.
More details on each of the grants
follows.:
Weingart $189,500 grant to USD's Center for
Public Interest Law
The Weingart grant will enable the
Center for Public Interest Law to continue
its advocacy projects, which include review
of regulation changes proposed by state
agencies in response to Governor Deukmejian's Regulatory Reform Task Force,
monitoring of state agencies' compliance
with "sunshine" statutes, work on reform
of the California state constitution, and
promotion'of deregulation efforts in the
state.
The Center for Public Interest Law in
cludes a staff of three in San Diego and one
person in Sacramento. It supervises the
work of 50 students, provides academic in
struction, clinic experience and transpor
tation to more than 500 meetings
throughout the state each year, and pro
duces a quarterly journal, the California
Regulatory Law. Professor Robert C.
Fellmeth is director of the center.
San Diego City Council $170,000 grant to
the San Diego Law Center for neighborhood
mediation centers in Golden Hill and Mira
Mesa.
The grant will allow USD's Law Center
to continue its community mediation ef
forts through the Golden Hill mediation
Center and the Mira Mesa/Scripps Ranch
Mediation Center. At the centers, trained
volunteers offer their neighborhoods a
free, informal and accessible forum to
resolve a wide variety of minor conflicts
through voluntary agreements reached in
confidential mediation sessions. Problems
referred to the mediation centers include
disputes involving money, harrassment,
landlords and tenants, family members

CLASSIFIED ADS
Pregnant? Troubled? Explore the alterna
tives to abortion. Free professional coun
seling and services available. San Diego
Pro-Life League 24 hour hotline: 583-5433,
941-1515.

Typing/Word Processing/Resume—
High quality, fast service, reasonable
rates. Close to USD. Call Jo Ann,
276-4266.

and property damage.
The grant enables the Law Center to
continue to provide technical assistance to
the mediation centers as well as to develop
recommendations for expansion of media
tion services in the city. Attorney Carol
Hallstrom is the coordinator of the Law
Center's neighborhood mediation pro
gram.
$54,000 Legal Services Corporation grant to
establish a law clinic in the South Bay Region.
The Legal Services grant will allow
USD's Legal Clinic, in cooperation with
the Legal Aid Society of San Diego and the
MAAC Project, to establish a new law
clinic in the South Bay region of San Diego
County. The clinic will provide free legal
services to indigent clients in a
geographical area currently unserved by
existing legal services programs. Services
will be concentrated in housing, domestic
and immigration matters.

students attending the USD law school;
and to focus national attention to impor
tant legal issues affecting the two countries.
Dr. Jorge Vargas, Law School faculty
member, is director of the Institute.
Parker Foundation $8,500 grant to Linda
Vista Clinic
The Parker Foundation grant will pro
vide continiuing support for USD Law
Clinic activities at the Linda Vista Legal
Clinic. The clinic provides practical train
ing for law students and provides needed
legal services to indigent clients in the Lin
da Vista area. Professor Theresa Player is
director of the Legal Clinic programs.
USD's Law School is American Bar
Association accredited and is a member of
the Association of American Law
Schools. The school provides legal educa
tion to both graduate-level and Juris Doc
tor students. Sheldon Krantz is dean of
the school.

The clinic will have two major goals: to
instruct clinical students in proper lawyer
ing skills through the representation of ac
tual clients under the close supervision of
clinical professors; and to provide
necessary services to chronically underrepresented groups in the San Diego area.
Professor Theresa Player is director of the
Legal Clinic program.
Signal Companies $10,000 grant to the Law
School's Mexico-U.S. Law Institute.
The Signal Companies' grant will sup
port USD's Mexico-U.S. Law Institute,
which was established in 1983, The in
stitute was founded to expand knowledge
of the legal systems of both countries, to
undertake research and development pro
jects with emphasis on reducing un
necessary legal barriers to cooperation and
joint development; to stimulate exchanges
of faculty and students; to increase the
number of Mexican-American law

OKAY, YOU'RE COOL.
BUT HAVE YOU GOT SOL?
You do now, and cheap—only $4Q0 for your Sol Brothers T-Shirt, muscle shirt,
tank top or tank top with lace trim (generally for ladies). Your Sol will also cost you
another $1.00 or 10% of your total order, whichever is greater, for postage and
handling. (But don't worry, with your new Sol Imported Beer shirt, you'll get a lot
of handling.)
The Sol Brothers are red and yellow (with black shades), and the shirts come in
any color as long as it's white. Sizes are S-M-L-XL. Send the coupon and your check
or money order to "Sol Brothers Offer," P.O. Box 29139, Portland, OR 97229-0139.
Offer expires January 31,1985. Allow four weeks for delivery. (The Sol Train
moves easy.)

T-SHIRT (QTY& SIZE)

S

MUSCLE SHIRT

S_M_I

SHIP TO
ADDRESS.

© 1984 Moctezuma Imports, Inc.

M

L

XL

TANKTOP

S

M

L
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XI

LADIES TANK TOP
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Sports Arena Fills Clipper Void
by Rich Pietras

Arian Collins looks on in disgust as Michael Cisneros follows the flight of the
ball. Both golfers got holes-in-one on the fourth hole setting a new USD CCG
record. Photo by Spence

Chills & Thrills in Week Four
MJC Sports News Network
For the first time in the four weeks of the
now almost famous USD Cross Campus
Golf tournament, the lead did not change
hands between the two participants by the
end of the day.
Current leader Michael Cisneros held
onto his one-shot lead during week four
after some tense moments following the
remarkable play of Arian Collins in the
early going. Collins teed off from the fire
escape by the Security building and
opened the day with a brilliant hole-inone shot into the cup in the Founder's
Hall dorm room of Cathy Hupp. The
drive covered some 300 yards, 317 to be
exact, and surprised Miss Hupp, who was
asleep at the time.
"I knew the cup was somewhere in the
room, but I didn't think they (especially
Collins) would get there so early," said the
Colorado freshman. "Don't call me that,"
she added.
Collins, reeking with confidence,
climbed up to the third story to watch as
Cisneros readied himself to try and match
the shot.
And match it he did. Though not hit
ting the ball as cleanly as his competitor
had, Cisneros had help of other sorts. The
shot, much too low, went careening off
the bell tower of the Immaculata and
bounced onto the roof of Founders, into a
rain gutter. It then proceeded to roll slow
ly toward Miss Hupp's room and the cup.
The ball fell into a rather large hole made
by one of the many rats that have been
sighted at or near the mission apartments
in recent weeks. It then went into the
room and dropped into the cup.
"Wow!" screamed Hupp. "Darn!"
screamed Collins (poetic license and good
taste do not allow the MJCSN to report
what he actually said). "Boo!" screamed
Sharon Stegmuller, who began jeering
when Cisneros took the lead last week.
Cisneros, ecstatic to an immeasurable
degree, fainted and was unavailable for

comment.
The two holes-in-one, the first ever in a
Cross-Campus tournament and the big
gest thing ever to happen at USD,
brought screaming dozens out to cheer the
two golfers. President Author Hughes,
sensing the scope of this mammoth event,
took over as the play by play commen
tator for the rest of the tournament.

In a surprise move today,
Washington has canceled Sunday,
November 4th. This is the first time in
recent history that a national govern
ment has cancelled a day of the week,
and the first time ever that a Sunday
has been cancelled.
Students are to be made aware of
the change of calender as soon as
possible and those attending the USD
Homecoming dance are reminded
that classes will resume on the next
day, formerly the day after. This
change will not be found on the Pablo
Marcos calendar.
A Senate sub-committee voted
almost unanimously (6-2) on the
cancellation of the 4th of November
for the year 1984, citing lack of in
terest as the main factor in their deci
sion. According to Sen. Jack
McSharky (D) of Lompoc, "The com
mittee just decided that the 4th (of
November) was just the public's way
of getting around starting a perfectly
good work week early."
Public reaction to the announce
ment has been mixed. The churches
and bingo parlors are in an uproar as
their entire work week, which comes
to fruition on Sunday, has been pass
ed over. Another group of angry
church-goers insisted that the govern
ment had no right to cancel one of
the Lord's days. The Lord was not
reachable for comment.

Staff Writer
With the recent defection of the Clip
pers to Los Angeles, the San Diego Sports
Arena has been reduced to staging Swap
Meets and boat shows. Last week,
however, the Arena returned to respecta
bility by hosting the Championships of
the World Wrestling Federation.
The five-card event drew an audience
that resembled a crowd that a Way Ion Jen
nings concert at Camp Pendleton would
attract. Even though the cost of admission
was relatively expensive, nothing short of
Free Beer night at the Mustang Club
would keep these avid wrestling fans away.
One inhibitionless fan was heard yelling
"This is more fun than a case of Bud and a
16-year-old virgin in the back of my pick
up."
While some attended the event for "the
hell of it," the majority yearned to see
wrestling and "not that boring and fake
brand practiced by amateurs in high
school and college." These fans did not
want to see an exhibition of Half and Full
Nelsons used by school boys, they wanted
to see and hear bone-crunching maneu
vers like the "Atomic Skull and Coccyx
Crushers."
All the matches proved to be "nail
biters" but the two that provided the most
excitement were those of Hulk Hogan and
Sergeant Slaughter. Hogan, of Rocky III
fame, is already a popular figure, but pit
ted against Rowdy Rody Piper, Hogan be
came an instant local hero. It seems that
earlier in the week, Piper foolishly follow
ed the lead of Chicago's Mike Royko and
called San Diegans "wimps."
Though the turnout for the match was
something short of the Padre-Cub series,
the fans were no less merciless as they
screamed for Piper's hide. Hogan, who
had a 100 lb. advantage over his Scottish
rival, only appeared to be in trouble once.
He quickly regained momentum by
pelting his challenger with "Cranium
Clubs" and eventually chased Piper out of

the ring and into utter humiliation.
The energy level of the Hogan-Piper
brawl was surpassed only by that of Sgt.
Slaughter and the Iron Sheik. The Sheik,
hailing from Iran, entered the ring first
while waving the Iranian flag overhead. In
a totally unexpected crowd reaction the
Sheik was soundly booed and some patrio
tic fans, apparently still irritated by the
hostage incident, went so far as to pour
beer and spit on the poor Iranian. Just as
the anti-Iranian sentiment was reaching
new heights, the attention shifted as Sgt.
Slaughter entered the Arena accompanied
by the Marine Corps Anthem.
Slaughter, a former Marine, sent the
crowd into a frenzie of nationalism that
no President past or present could rival.
He paraded around the ring waving Old
Glory and saluting fellow leather necks
and civilians alike who came to cheer for
America's greatest hero.
Slaughter, too, appeared to have a
grudge harbored against Iranians as he
seemingly took out all of America's frus
tration on the Sheik. In fact, the beating
induced on the Sheik was so cruel that an
additional referee entered the ring to try
and slow down the lean, mean, fighting
machine.
Despite being outnumbered 3 to 1,
Slaughter was still able to punish his foe
and heave both refs out of the ring. Be
cause of his uncontrolled rage, Slaughter
was disqualified and the near-dead Sheik
was declared the victor. The fans did not
accept the decision gracefully but quieted
down when Slaughter led the crowd in the
Pledge of Allegiance. A few more good
men like Sgt. Slaughter and the United
States will undoubtedly become a better
place.
It remains to be seen if future Arena
events can match the professionalism and
excitement provided by the athletes of the
World Wrestling Federation, but Peter
Graghm (Arena Manager) promises to
bring as many class acts to the Arena as
possible.

R&R: reptiles and rodents
by Scott Stevens
Associate E d i t o r
The fact that tne recent outbreak of
small but vicious rodents in the Valley
housing area is occurring at the same time
as a rash of rattlesnake encounters has,
until now, been thought just a coin
cidence. However, evidence has been un
covered unmistakably linking these
events.
"The little varmints were running ram
pant, jumping from treetops and snarling
at people, stealing candy bars— it was
criminal. I couldn't have the little mam
mals prosecuted, thanks to the lax condi
tion of criminal law, so I took matters into
my own hands. . .", said a USD biology
major who wished to remain anonymous.
This student admitted to having bred a
special, opossum-eating snake with which
he hoped to solve the rodent problem in
the valley. "The little hole-dwellers
thought that they could have the run of
the place, but I showed them, ha, ha,
ha,!".
The student released his special snake at
the Mission Crossroads building, and met
with instant success. "My snake bagged

seven of those chocolate-munching little
varmints right off, and was digesting his
second hairless-tailed mammal when it
happened." "It" was a ramification that
the student had overlooked in his exter
mination plan. His snake had mated with
a local rattlesnake, and with its druginduced high metabolic rate, gave birth to
hundreds of baby rattlers, who instantly
grew into maturity. "I barely escaped with
my life. . .the snakes gave up on the
rodents and chased after me. . .the
thought still sends shivers up my spine.
Brrrr!"
Hence, the mammal problem in the
Valley has been complicated by the
presence of venemous, slithering reptiles.
The breeder of the killer snakes was ap
prehended by USD security yesterday,
and faces a stretch of 10-20 in the dish
washing room of Camino Cafeteria.
"This won't stop my plans," said the
depressed, but not beaten, student, "I am
already drawing up plans to breed a super
snake-eating, rodent-killing gila monster
that will clear my name. I simply will not
let my residence area be run by animals
that are lower on the evolutionary scale
than mvself."
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Greek Voice
Sigma Pi

Pi Halloween Bash
Not a Dead Evening

+L bash
I
L
Tu'as the„ eve o/ the

*
various forms of refreshments.

and we met as DeSales,
The bus ride was a long one, but the
Men dressed as women
students arrived in an anticipated and
and women as males.
excited state for the party ahead.
It appeared on the bus
Awaiting their arrival, was an eerie
most were appropriately laden,
decorated hall with booths of beer, wine
So I grabbed a seat
and food.
near a spicy young maiden.
As the evening progressed, the various
We arrived at the ranch,
creatures filled the dance floor and rock
they poured better than stock.
ed to the beat of the Pinstripes. The bunAnd when the Pinstripes had started
nys led the way with the bunny-hop,
we were ready to rock.
Count Dracula necked in the corner,
On the dance floor
and when problems arose, who did they
things started to flail
call? Ghostbusters!
It's time to party—
As the evening came to a close and vi
'cause Rocks outta jail!
sions became blurred and speech became
Some-were dressed silly, scary or mean,
slurred, Mother's Against Drunk Driv
Some were punk-rockers, elves or just green. ing would be glad to know that the
'Whosit won first place?
chauffered buses were there to haul off
there was no need to pause.
all the "stiffs".
Did you all get a load
As the students lingered off the buses,
of the Wizard of Oz?
it was apparent that it was a successful
When the Wiz had blown out
evening and that the fun and memories
the air was a bluster,
of the Sigma Pi Halloween Bash would
No need to fearbe remembered by all.
Here comes a Fritz Buster!
As the evening went on
the place took a thrashing,
And on the way home
there was plenty of mashing.
"Wher'd you get the hat
costume and hair.?"
You can be what you want
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta were in
no one will care.
itiated and installed on October 17, 1984.
When out of my eye
The initiation ceremony was held in
there arose such a clatter.
Founders chapel at 12:00 p.m. followed by
Why I sprang from the barthe
installation banquet held at the
To see what was the matter.
Sheraton
Harbor Island West. The ban
A young belly dancer
quet was attended by all the actives and
was doing this tease.
their parents, pledges, and international
I stood there dumbfounded
officers including Ann Bronsing the
I could hardly say—Pleez!
Grand President. After dinner the
People were raging
welcome was given and was followed by
it showed no signs of slowing.
many other presentations including pledge
But the buses were moving
awards: Congratulations to—Paula
we had to get going.
Dobin,
Most Outstanding Pledge; Paula
The Count on my left
Dobin
and
Tammi Durham, Most Inspira
Begged one last bite
tional; Carol Schumacher, Leadership
The Pi Brothers Thank You,
Award; and Vickie Minardi, Most
h was a GREAT NIGHT!

Gamma Phi Beta

A ward Banquet
Honors Pledges

The murder of a San Diegan at the Big
Oak Ranch, only a week before, set the
mood for the annual Sigma Pi Halloween
Bash.
The evening began with the gathering
of students in front of De Sales Hall.
They arrived dressed in everything from
Elvira to the ordinary trashbag over-thehead. They loaded buses and headed out
for the Big Oak Ranch equipped with

Spirited. A number of gifts were presented
to the sorority as well, including our first
banner made by the Gamma Phi Beta
Alumni Association (which will be guard
ed very closely!). The best surprise of the
evening was the presentation of our
charter, which will be celebrated
November 18, 1984 at the Intercontinen
tal Hotel.
Gamma Phi Beta is very excited to now
be a chartered member of the expanding
greek system on the USD campus.

LIVING OFF-CAMPUS?

LIMITED NUMBER OF HOUSING SPACES
AVAILABLE FOR SPRING SEMESTER
Anyone currently living off-campus and interested in on-campus housing for Spring Semester
should:
—Make $100 Room Reservation Deposit to the Cashier-DeSales 103.
—Bring receipt to the Housing Office and complete the necessary forms.
—Spaces are limited and will be assigned according to date of deposit and contract completion.

Questions?? Please contact:
Housing Office
Mission Crossroads Building
293-7391

Phi Kappa Theta Pledge John Pentelei-Molnar and Zeta Tau Alpha Pledge
Kelly O'Neil take refuge in a corner office of Serra Hall from pledge obliga
tions. Photo by Spence Webster

Zeta Tau Alpha

Banner-nappers Scolded
The sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha invite you
to the celebration of the year! We will be
celebrating our 5th year on campus with a
big anniversary bash on November 9,
from 9 p.m.—1 a.m. at the El Cortez
Hotel. Tickets will be on sale November 5
through the 9th in front of Serra Hall.
You may also purchase tickets from any
Zeta Tau Alpha member.
We would like to announce the Zeta of
the Week Award which was presented to
Johnna Matranga for her ability to obtain
interviews with the big eight Accounting
firms and her leadership and successful

organization on the firm tours.
Well, Zeta Softball fans, the big play-off
game is this Sunday at 12:00. Come on
out and cheer us on to victory.
Zeta Big Brothers: your little sister will
be contacting you this week to fill you in
on the up-coming events.
Well Sigma Chi, until our Sock-Hop ex
change on November 16 to get back our
banner, we have a few small requests: (1)
Dust our banner twice a week, (2) Talk to
it for at least 15 minutes a day, and (3)
Make sure that the letters ZTA which
represent our sisterhood, are always
sparkling!

Sigma Chi

Sigs Admit Banner-napping
Sigma Chi is proud to be involved in
USD's traditional Homecoming celebra
tions. The first ever Ice Cream Eating
Contest has been sponsored to boost
SPIRIT during Torero Week. The finals
will be tonight at 5:00 p.m. at Camino
Patio. First prize is $45 cash, Second prize
is dinner for two, and Third prize is
Homecoming Pictures. Join us for some
fun! Everyone get psyched for Homecom
ing and especially get rowdy for the game
against Azusa Pacific at 1:30 Saturday. Go
Tim!! Good luck to all the late night floatbuilders. Can't wait for halftime. Let's not
get too destructive, OK? Also, good luck
to all the Attendant and Queen
nominees. Your beauty reflects well on
our University's pride and tradition. Let's
really help make this week "A Touch of
Class".
Yes, Otis sure does love us! The brothers
of Sigma Chi hope all enjoyed Halloween
1984 which featured the famous sounds of
Otis Day and the Nights. The venerable
El Cortez withstood yet another ex
travaganza.
As for the ZETA banner, Z.T. Banny

has heard rumors of an exchange that
might set him free. I'm sure he can't wait
for the social with the brothers and sisters
of two fine Greek organizations. He's been
faintly mumbling something about the
16th. . .Is it true ZETAS?
Congratulations to the sisters of Gam
ma Phi Beta on your initiation into such a
fine, recognized organization. Many
Sigma Chi's enjoyed the initiation ban
quet held in your honor. Best wishes from
the Brothers of Sigma Chi.
Welcome home Delta Pledges of Sigma
Chi! We hope your left San Felipe in
Good shape. . .How were the Coronas?

The "Greek Voice" section exists
for the purpose of allowing each in
dividual Greek organization to ex
press ideas, publicize events, and
communicate with the rest of the
community. Opinions expressed in
the articles represent those of the
fraternity/sorority for which the ar
ticle is named. These opinions do
not necessarily represent those of
the VISTA staff or editors.
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Entertainment
Reunions Look for Cash-in on Old Successes

Both Paul McCartney and Dave Edmunds helped out the Everly Brothers on
their first album in over ten years.

Don and Phil Everly make up the Everly Brothers, a group whose music has
lasted over three decades.

By Arian Collins
Entertainment Editor
It's been eleven years since the Everly
Brothers recorded an album together.
During the hiatus, Don and Phil Everly
have led commercially unsuccessful solo
careers. So it was not a big surprise when
the two reunited for a concert in London,
taped for Home Box Office.
What is a surprise is the quality of the
material and the care used on the new LP
EB '84. The album opens with its best
track "On the Wings of a Nightingale,"
penned by Paul McCartney especially for
them.
Although most of the numbers are writ
ten by outside composers, like Jeff Lynne
(ELO), Bob Dylan, and others, this is still
very much and Everly Brothers' endeavor.
The now familiar harmonies of the duo
are intact, and producer Dave Edmunds
makes the rockers bounce in good
rhythm, and the ballads warm and emo
tional. Phil Everly didn't write any of the
material for EB '84, but older brother Don
has contributed three songs "Following
the Sun," "You Make it Seem Easy," and
"Asleep."
"Lay, Lady, Lay" was offered to the duo
by Dylan in 1968, but it was turned down
by the brothers. Of course, "Lay, Lady,
Lay" subsequently became a huge hit for
Dylan himself. "Danger Danger" is a good
stomping rocker written by Frankie

Miller. It's the rockers on the LP like this
one, mixed with the ballads, that gives EB
'84 a well-rounded feel. Rating B +
*
*
*
The Yardbirds were a groundbreaking
rock band in the 1960's. The band's music
ranged from R&B to Psychedelia.
Through the years of the outfit's existence,
the group produced three of Rock's biggest
name guitarists: Eric Clapton ('63—65),
Jeff Beck ('65—63), and Jimmy Page
('66—68). The Yardbirds fell apart in late
1968, with everyone going their separate
ways. In 1976 vocalist Keith Relf died of
electricution.
Box of Frogs is an album that's been
heralded as a Yardbirds' reunion. The
group boasts the former Yardbirds rhythm
section, Chris Dreja (rhythm guitar), Paul
Samwell-Smith (bass guitar), and Jim McCarty (drums). In addition is new
vocalist/multi-instrumentalist John Fid
dler.
The opening track, "Back Where I
Started," is a perfect example of what
modernized Yardbirds might sound like.
John Fiddler's voice and the opening
chords are reminiscent of Yardbirds'
psychedelic musical experimentation. The
son's blusey harmonica sounds very much
like the late Keith Relf. It's a great song
that featuers Jeff Beck on lead guitar (he
plays on four tracks).

Lisa

Smith,Classical Guitarist
will perform
Bach Compositions
Thursday, Nov. 8, 12:00 noon
in the French Parlor
—Free Admission—
Sponsored by ASB Cultural Arts

However, except for the forementioned
tune and a couple of others, the album
fails to find any direction. One exception
is "Poor Boy," the closing track, a bluseyrock cut that contains lyrics the Yardbirds
never would have gotten away with.
If the Frogs had gotten Jimmy Page
and/or Eric Clapton to help out, the

album would have been undoubtedly bet
ter (the two were probably not very busy
at the time). Perhaps, if the Frogs decide to
do another LP (this one is selling pretty
good) and get Clapton/Beck/Page sup
port, the next album will be better. "Back
Where I Started" rates an A. The album
rates a C.

Album Review

Mr. T: What a Crazy Guy
By Timothy Rawley
Staff Writer
First came the TV series, next the Mr. T
doll, the Mr. T Halloween costume, Mr. T
jewelry, and now there is the official Mr. T
record. Mr. T's Commandments produced
by Columbia and available on record or
cassette, is the latest merchandising
scheme from the large and flambouvant
star of the A-Team.
The album's musical content is surpris
ingly good. The combination of bass,
keyboards and drums combine with syn
thesizers and turn-tables to produce a high
energy and upbeat breaking sound. Break

dancers who like Mr. T should just scream
and leap off flaming tables with this LP.
The actual singing is limited to the
background vocalists. Mr. T growls, yells
and narrates his lines. Consistant with the
break dancing music, Mr. T "raps" the
lyrics to several songs also.
The words to the songs are either aimed
at instructing young people or exalting the
mohawked wonder himself. "Don't
Talk To Strangers," and "No Dope,
No Drugs" are, as their titles suggest, filled
with warnings about drugs, strangers, job
oportunities and being healthy. Mr. T's
booming and abrasive voice brings out the
image of a cruel but protective older
brother. On the other hand, "The One
and Only Mr. T" is an egotistical ballad
that contains the lines, "Oh Mr. T, he's
strong and handsome, he's unique, he's
smart, he's tough, he-s gentle and sweet."
However, for the most part, the songs are
filled with meaningful and insightful lyrics
designed to help his young fans.
Mr. T's Commandments is a sincere effort
to teach susceptible young people. The
modern breaking music and the populari
ty of Mr. T himself are the highlights of
the album. Don't expect any MTV videos
or a block buster tour from the bearded,
bejangled hulk. Mr. T's talents lie in his
imposing appearence and his loquacious
and elegant remarks such as, "I'll break
your face, sucker."
Mick Jagger and David Lee Roth have
nothing to worry about, unless of course
they are set ablaze and lashed to a kettle
drum.
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Firstborn Not First on List
by Pablo Mendoza
Guest Critic
Firstborn is a film that attempts to show
divorce through the eyes of the oldest son.
This new approach could give insight into
a side of divorce not often considered in
film. Unfortunately, Firstborn does not
provide such insight.
The film centers around Jacob, a sixteen
year old boy that lives with his mother
and younger brother. He goes through a
metamorphosis in the film. At the beginn
ing, his life is concentrated on teenage ac
tivities: sports, learning to drive, first love,
and grades. But in the course of the film,
he focuses less on these and assumes more
adult concerns and attributes as his family
life disintegrates.
The manner that this metamorphosis is
developed is poor. Director Michael
Apted, credited with Coal Miner's

Daughter, and Gorky Park, has put
together a jumble of scenes that do not
have continuity. One moment, there is a
fragment that concentrates on Jacob's first
love. Then in the next instant, he is play
ing La Crosse and the subject of his first
love is not touched again. The film is not a
cohesive unit.
Firstborn has a potential that is never
achieved. It is directed by an Academy
Award winning director cast with good
actors, Teri Garr and Peter Weller. It has a
theme that could lead to an excellent film.
But unfortunately, projects made with the
best components don't work. Rating: CFirstborn is now playing at Pacific's
Cinema Grossmont, Pacific's La Jolla
Village Theaters, Mann Sports Arena,
Santee Drive-In, Mann Plaza Bonita,
Mann Rancho Bernardo, and AMC
Wiegard Plaza.

Peter Weller and Teri Garr portray lovers in Firstborn.

Play Review

Doonesbury Alive With Music
Entertainment Editor

by Arian Collins

and B.D. and their coming graduation.
Also in the play are friends and relatives of

A lot of comic strips have been made in
to either feature films or stage plays.

the four including Duke, Honey, Boopsie,
J. J., and Joanie. All the characters are

Everything from Superman to Peanuts,
Wonder Woman to Popeye. Not all of them
have been very successful while others
have gone on to become box office

portrayed true to the strip.
Paul Kandel (Duke) has one great scene
towards the end of the play where he goes
into a drug trip and admires Honey
because she has the most beautiful antlers
he's ever seen. Martin Moran who por
trays Zonker is very agile and has terrific

smashes.
The idea of making Doonesbury, the ex
tremely successful comic strip by Garry
Trudeau, into a play seemed to be a good
idea. But making it a musical seemed a bit
more on the odd side.
Doonesbury, the musical, opened last
Thursday at the Wilshure Theatre in
Beverly Hills. In a word, it is "fantastic."
The story-line and the songs work
together beautifully. Trudeau has not only
written the play, he has also written the
lyrics to the songs which range from
satirically funny to emotionally inspiring.
The story is about four college
men—Mike Doonesbury, Mark Zonker,

dance ability. There's not a bad actor in
the bunch and the storyline moves swiftly.

Sarah Jessica Parker restrains Christopher Collet from arguing with his high
school friends in Firstborn.
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Perfect Penguin

The story is broken up a couple of times
with the familiar Trudeau drawing of the
White House. It drops down from and
rafters and a voice-over of a Reagan
sound-a-like is heard either talking to
reporters or to his chiefs-of-staff.
All around Doonesbury is a very en
joyable show not to be missed. The play
will be at the Wilshure Theatre for a few

TUXEDO

Homecoming
Discount

weeks so there is plenty of time to make ar
rangements to go to the L.A. area.

Bring in this ad for

STUDY IN ENGLAND

$7.50 off any tux

A single semester
that will permanently change
your way of thinking

All styles to choose from

The Institute for American Universities in Canterbury offers a unique
programme of demanding, personalised instruction in liberal arts
subjects.

223-2677

Try it It'll permanently change your way of thinking.

3740 Sports Arena Blvd.

For information, write to the Institute for American Universities, 73
Castle Street Canterbury CT1 2QD, or see your campus study-abroad
advisor.
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Entertainment
Concert Reviews

Dancing in the Park Before Dark

by John Sanford
Staff Writer

"Live from Balboa Park, roots, rock, reg
gae!" Reggae Makossa and 91X presented
the second annual Reggae Makossa
Festival at the Starlight Bowl. The party
started at noon last Saturday and con
tinued until the sun went down. Five
hours of Reggae and Ska music from three
different bands: The Empty Jesters, The
Untouchables, and The Gladiators.
Along with someone called Scooby.
The festival began with Scooby, a
modern dance-ballet act. A one-man show
to be sure, Scooby spun, danced, and
flipped around on stage to the applause of
the crowd before the first band began to
play.
The music began with The Empty

Jesters. Although the group was missing
two members for the show, they per
formed quite well. One of their more
popular songs is "Julia." The space be
tween the seats and the stage was opened
up for anyone who wanted to dance. Pret
ty soon the space was filled up and the
people were dancing on the sides and in
the aisles. Dancing was a good way for the
crowd to get involved in the music. People
were dancing throughout the concert ex
cept when there was an intermission to
change the bands.
The Untouchables, LA's most popular
ska band, were second on the bill. The
Untouchables were the most energetic and
entertaining band of the afternoon. The
Only members of the six-man band that re
mained relatively still were the drummer
and the keyboardist. The rest of the band

bounced around and danced nonstop
throughout the entire set. The crowd was
dancing like crazy as well. People in the
aisles, and people in their seats would start
dancing right then and there. After the
band left the stage, the crowd cheered and
screamed until they came back for a threesong encore, including their hit, "Free
Yourself."
The last band to play were The
Gladiators, straight from Kingston,
Jamaica. When they came on stage it was
obvious that they were feeling eerie. For
all those who understand what eerie is,
cool. For those who don't, tough. In any
case, they sounded great. They were not as
exciting as The Untouchables but they
played very well. All along the dancing
continued as did the high spirits. One guy
did not stop dancing the whole time. He

looked like a flower child taking a ride to
the moon on a psychedelic bus.
The reggae festival was a place for all
people to come. I have not seen such a di
verse crowd anywhere else, ever. There
were Rastafarians with their hair hanging
out of their heads like knotted wool.
There were the mod scooter boys, parents,
small children, and people of all types. To
add a little spice to the event, 9IX gave
away a trip for two to Jamaica. A week in
Jamaica "with everything paid for except
your own spliff," the announcer said.
As the sun went down, the festival
began to wind down. The Gladiators left
the stage and came back to play an encore
medley of famous Bob Marley tunes.
Alvin Griffin, lead singer, said before he
left the stage, "Happy people. Beautiful
people, remember, One Love."

Nightclub Circuit

Mannikin Comes Alive in P.B.

By Dawn Gallagher
Staff Writer

The most recent addition to the night
club circuit is the sophisticated "hot
spot"—Mannikin. It is located at 945
Garnet Avenue in Pacific Beach, formerly
occupied by Mom's Saloon. Although the
location is the same, that is where the sim
ilarity ends. The concept of the new club
is: "Art in the Making." The building has
gone through a tremendous renovation
and has been transformed into a neoteric
and pseudo-chic establishment that will
cater to the art-oriented individual. The
current management has some unusual
events planned that are "outside of a
regular club format." Management per
sonnel boasts that it will present "the
latest developments in music, video, and
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friendly welcome note explaining that
while "Mannikin may now be open, it is
still being dressed." In the upcoming
weeks a new video screen will be added,
along with an extensive light show; part of
which is being shipped from New York,
while other parts are being imported from
Italy. Also, some smaller improvements
will be completed shoftly.
Mannikin's "artsy" atmosphere compli
ments Club i-D's innovative concept of
being a bi-weekly progressive dance spot.
Recently, Club i-D has gained extensive
public attention. It is the center of a con
troversial dispute betjveen its promoters
Lyn O'Rourke and Trevor Watson, and
Roxy West owner, Frank Sorino. Origin
ally Club i-D was held at Roxy West, and
even before that, at Cunningham's—a
country-western bar. But three weeks ago,
Club i-D's promoters formally announced
their decision to move their venture to
some place new. When Frank Sorino
heard of this, he became enraged, insisting
Club i-D belong to him in name and con
cept, and registered the name "Roxy's
Club i-D" with the city.
Since then there has been a large
amount of confusion stemming from the
situation. Both sides are continuing to use
the name as a way to attract clientele.

Frank Sorino uses the name three nights a
week at his club, while Lyn O'Rourke and
Trevor Watson use it two nights at their
new establishment—what they consider
"Club i-D's new home."
This is where Mannikin comes into the
picture. Mannikin is being promoted as a
joint venture club venue featuring Club
i-D. On Monday and Friday nights, the
building is host to the dance club idea. As
always, Trevor will be at the turntable
playing an eclectic range of imported
music, while Lyn will be at the door, as
hostess.
Every other night of the week will be
"Mannikin—a constantly changing art
space for dance and romance." The details
on the "unusual planned events" are still
yet vague, but will include underground
live music talents, performance artists,
among various other interesting ideas.
Coming soon (in about two weeks), the
new management will throw a grand
opening party with free food and drink.
There will also be a New York graffiti ar
tist actually painting the walls during the
party. So, it is that Mannikin is for the
adventurous type. It gives people an alter
native to the regular club style by being
something fresh and exciting in a club ex
perience.
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art." Mannikin is also the new home for
the infamous Club i-D.
Last Friday, October 26, was the club's
opening night, and an enthusiastic crowd
of over 800 people joined in the festivities.
Many were original Club i-D patrons, but
a lot of new faces showed up also. Actually
it was the diversity of the crowd that
helped to make the night "an exotic even
ing," as said by one club-goer. Even the in
animate became animated! And I do mean
that literally. There were people actually
dancing with mannequins that were
placed throughout the club as part of the
decor.
The club's interior shows a definite im
provement over its predecessor, including
an improved sound system. When clubgoers first walked in, they were handed a
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295-0202

No Service Charge
5103 LINDA VISTA ROAD
next to Presidio Garden Center

Students who will be enrolled in Intersession Courses of current Work
Study Students who wish to work over intersession, should pick up ap
plications for Intersession Financial Aid in the Student Employment
Center, Serra 317 or the Financial Aid Office, Serra 202. Intersession
Financial Aid will consist of either a loan or a Work Study position or a
combination of both.
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS FRIDAY NOVEMBER 16th, 1984
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Get thejump with
TheLongDistance
Winner.
Davey Croakett got the jump on the
competition by leaping farther than
any other frog-20 feet 3 inches at
the annual Calaveras Jumping
Jubilee at Angels Camp in
California in May 1976.
x

y

AT&T gets the jump on the
competition, too, so you'll get
more mileage for your money. You'll
save 40% evenings-60% nights
and weekends-plus service that's leap
years ahead.
For information on AT&T Long Distance
Service call 800 222-0300.

The more you hear the better we sound.s

From the Guinness Book ot World Records, c,- 1983
by Sterling Publishing Company, Inc., New York, NY,
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Sports
Torero Gridders
Grab First Victory
By Bill Neugebauer
Staff Writer

The USD Torero football team wiped
out that elusive goose egg from the win
column last Saturday with an exciting
31-28 victory over the University of
California at Santa Barbara. The Toreros,
who at one point led the game 24-7, got
the winning six points when Freshman
quarterback Greg Moll and Sophomore
wide receiver Jeff Mansukhani teamed up
for a 39-yard touchdown pass-play in the
late stages of the fourth quarter. The
touchdown gave USD (1-6-1) its first win
of the year in front of 1,370 disappointed
fans. It should be noted, however, that the
NCAA does not count the win, as it was
against a "club" team.
"We've committed ourselves to young
players this year and we're paying the
price," Head Coach Brian Fogarty said.
"But we also have a lot of guys that are
starting to come on and we feel it's all go
ing to pay off with a good program in the
future." The Torero victory breaks an
0-10-1 slump for USD dating back to last
season, and the Torero's 31 points is a
season-high total. In fact, USD also
racked up 325 yards total offense on the
day. Moll was 13-21, 156 yards passing on
the day while running backs Roger

Cloutier and Mark Covarrubias teamed
up for 152 yards rushing.
The Toreros jumped out to a quick first
half lead only for crucial turnovers to once
again come back and haunt USD.
The Toreros got on the board 2-0 in the
first quarter when Junior Defensive
lineman Brian Laliberte sacked UCSB
quarterback Bob Marks in the endzone for
a safety. UCSB jumped out to a 7-2 lead in
the second quarter, but that proved to be
short lived. Sophomore Jeff Mansukhani
brought the crowd to its feet when he re
turned the kick-off 101 yards for the score.
That breaks the school record of 100 set
by Emitt Dodd just last season.
The Toreros took a 17-7 lead when
Covarrubias plowed in from two yards out
later in the second quarter. USD pro
ceeded to fake the extra-point conversion
and went for the two points—which
proved successful when Moll hit kicker
Jack Kratochvil with a pass for the two
points.
After USD made it 24-7 on a eight-yard
touchdown run by Cloutier, the Toreros
proceeded to once again become their own
worst enemy as they almost let the game
slip away due to turnovers. After the
Toreros fumbled inside their ten-yard line,
UCSB struck with a nine-yard TD pass.

USD Soccer Wins Twice
By John Schlegel
Sports Editor

After going winless in the month of Sep
tember, the USD soccer team has won five
games in October, including the last three
in a row. The team's record stands at 5-9-3
at the end of the regular season.
"With a bit of luck, we would have a
.500 record," said Coach Seamus McFadden. "I can't complain, but I forgot what it
was like to win one for a while."
The Toreros have not been blown out of
a game once this season, and have played
top teams, such as UC Berkeley, to close
matches. With one goal here or there, the
Toreros could have picked up a few more
victories, according to McFadden.
Last week, the luck was in USD's favor

as they defeated Azusa Pacific 5-0 and
Point Loma College 3-1. The Toreros won
the game against Azusa Pacific behind two
goals by Zdenek Spacek in the second
half. Also putting the ball in the net were
Bo Kaemerle, Dave Nichols, and Mark
Fenick.
The Toreros ended their regular season
on an up-note with a 3-1 victory over
Point Loma. Kaemerle notched two goals
with Damon Werner adding the third.
USD travels to San Francisco this
weekend for the West Coast Athletic
Association Tournament. In the first
round, they must face the University of
San Francisco, who is ranked 4th on the
west coast.
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Freshman quarterback Greg Moll (left) and Sophomore wide receiver Jeff
Mansukhani proved to be a winning combination in USD's 31-28 victory
over UCSB. The duo hooked up on the winning touchdown in the final
minutes of the game.
UCSB then made it a nail-biting 24-21,
once again capitalizing on a Torero fumble
at the USD 36. UCSB proceeded to drive
and attain six points on a one-yard run.
A stunned Torero team then saw the
lead become a deficit as UCSB drove a
good length of the field capping off with a
five-yard scoring pass from UCSB's quar
terback Marks. Showing solid character,

Women's CC Wins
UCSD—But Not Really
By Jim O'Brien
In a triangular meet which was run last
Saturday against UCSD and Cal
Lutheran College, USD's women's cross
country team represented the university
well. Sporting their new uniforms and ap
parently inspired to new heights, they
came flashing toward the finish line in a
tight pack and snatched 2nd through 7th
place, as well as 9th and 11th place.
Much to UCSD's embarrassment and
USD's disappointment, the girls were mis
directed on the course and every runner
after the first five were led astray, includ
ing runners from UCSD on their home
course.

Spikers Doing Well Despite Injuries
By Lise Kostelecky
Staff Writer

The USD women's volleyball team had
another split set of matches this past week.
The team's first game was played at Santa
Clara; USD started out slowly and stayed
that way for the first two games. The pass
ing was unsteady and consequently the of
fense was ineffective, according to Coach
John Martin. However, in the third game,
USD pulled together with Jill Bradley serv
ing USD into a five-point lead; the outside
hitting of Veronica Velez, Gina Trapletti
and Marcia McEvers started putting the
balls down, giving USD the game 16-14.
Nevertheless, Santa Clara came right back
to win the fourth game and the match.
Final score 15-5, 15-1, 14-16 and 15-5.
Saturday night's game against The

University of Nevada-Reno went in
USD's favor. USD won 6-15, 15-9, 15-1,
15-17 and 15-11. The Torero's defense was
much improved from the previous match
with Santa Clara. In game one, USD
dropped off at 15-6. In game two, the team
really opened up well with an 8-1 lead.
Ellen Silber played strong in the back
court, along with the front row blocking
efforts by Stephanie VanHaverbeke and
Michele Rehrig. There was also consistent
hitting by team members Veronica Velez,
Gina Trapletti and Marcia McEvers. After
moving ahead to a 14-2 lead, Reno came
up with eight consecutive points before a
hit by Velez gave USD the game 15-9.
Game three was all USD's, and Reno
never had much of a chance. Game four
went to Reno as they started out playing
well, going up 12-1 and then 14-8 ahead of

however, the Toreros got a hold of them
selves and came back with the final scor
ing drive.
Homecoming is this Saturday, Novem
ber 3, and the traditional Homecoming
football game has USD up against AzusaPacific at Torero Stadium. The two teams
met earlier this season with AP prevailing.
Game time is slated for 1:30 p.m.

USD. Serves by Gina Trapletti and Mar
cia McEvers brought USD back in for a tie
at 14-14. USD then took a 15-14 lead
before Reno took the game, 17-15.
In game five, Reno took the lead imme
diately. USD tied it at 5-5 and went ahead
7-5 on scores by Vernoica Velez and Gina
Trapletti. Reno again came back to lead
11-10, but a determined USD team took
control at that point and won the game,
15-11, and the match.
Coach John Martin stated that in both
matches, USD played very up and down
and with little consistency. They played
without Kim Crawford due to illness and
several other teammates. "It seems as
though we have had to use different teams
each week. Hopefully the team can return
to normal soon," said Martin.

Unfortunately, because of this mishap,
the race could not be scored accurately
and it goes into the books as a fun work
out. Coach Jim O'Brien was extremely
frustrated because he felt his team was
denied an opportunity to win a meet for
the first time in the program's history.
"Rarely does our team run a dual or tri
angular meet and only two weeks ago at
the Biola Invitational we had defeated
both UCSD and Cal Lutheran by decisive
margins," stated Coach O'Brien.
"Regardless of the results of this race,
this team is the most competitive ever
assembled here at USD. They have a
serious shot at grabbing off one of the top
three spots at the St. Mary's Invitational
this weekend in San Francisco, assuming
everyone of the top seven runners are
healthy and able to make the trip," said
O'Brien. Mollie Doyle missed last week's
race due to bronchitis, but she remains
hopeful that she will recover quickly.
The race at St. Mary's College should
give the team a good indication of where
they stand among the schools that will
form the women's West Coast Athletic
Conference next year, as most of those
conference teams will be competing.
For the record, Darcy Danner com
pleted the full three miles at UCSD in
20:33 which is a good time on a difficult
course. The order of finish for the rest of
the team was Chantal Tousignant, Tracy
Danner, Yvonne Ponce, Lea Anna
Stockman, Joellen Bechina, Maureen
Burkett, Jena Felson, and Denise An
drews, according to their split times at two
miles. The only word Coach O'Brien
could describe last Saturday's race with
was "fiasco."
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S.I.D. Gosen Keeping Media Informed
By Cathy Hupp
Staff Writer

Whom does the media call for sports in
formation at USD? Ted Gosen, USD's
Sports Information Director. He serves as
the communications link between USD's
intercollegiate sports teams and the local
and national press.
Parts of this responsibility include pre
paring press releases on each of the cur
rent sports' results and attending weekly
Sportscasters/Sportswriters Association
of San Diego meetings: "In general my job
is making sure that the media gets what it
needs," he said. He provides the press with
scores, statistics, and other information
about the teams and players at USD.

Ted Gosen (above) has been USD's
Sports Information Director for the
past three years.

A graduate of San Jose State University
as a business major, Gosen came to USD
athletics in 1981 while working as an in
tern for his master's degree in Human Re
sources/Sports Administration from Biscayne College in Miami. This is his third

year as full-time Sports Information Direc
tor at USD. He is supported by workstudy students, with whom he has "good
rapport," he said
Ted is currently working on putting to
gether the media guide for basketball,
which begins with their first game on No
vember 24. The office also compiles and
publishes the pocket card-calendars of the
athletic schedules. He is also in charge of
the advertising on the football and basket
ball programs.
USD is Division I in 14 intercollegiate
sports, 8 men's and 6 women's. These re
quire more media relations work when
they travel because they play the more
prominent teams. Gosen travels by car to
the football games, and goes with the
basketball team on the road.
In addition to this busy schedule, he
also teaches a bowling class, offered to
students for half a credit. Two hours a
week, six students take him away to the
bowling lanes and his favorite pastime.

Men's Cross Country Looks
Ahead To Conference Race
By Jim O'Brien
The men's version of the tri-meet at
UCSD was well-directed by Coach Andy
Skeif so the men were not subjected to any
of the problems that plagued the women's
race. UCSD.and Cal Lutheran, however,
both have very solid teams from top to
bottom and easily outdistanced the
Toreros.
The bright spot once again for USD was
the performance of Shawn Delaney, who
ran what Coach O'Brien described as a
courageous race. Feeling the pace begin
ning to lag just before the two-mile mark,
Shawn took the lead and pushed the race
throughout the touch middle section of

the course. He led going into the fifth and
final mile but was overtaken by a UCSD
runner during the last hill.
Delaney felt afterward that the runners
behind him were able to relax and leech
off his energy as he pulled them along and
assumed the pressure of racing. Delaney
came up a couple of seconds short,
finishing 2nd in 26:25 while Chris Bowlus
was first in 26:22. USD's Jack Tade and
Rex Ellis finished together in 29:12, which
was a considerable improvement over
their times at UCSD last year. Rich
Strobel, who is still fighting off the effects
of the flu, ran a decent effort of 29:19, but
he is capable of much better when

healthy. James Silber ran as fifth man in
29:25 and showed that he is capable of
closing the gap between the 2nd and 5th
runners.
Coach O'Brien was not thrilled with
most of the performances but looked on it
philosophically, stating, "I suspect the
guys have gotten the bad race out of their
systems and will be ready to bust one at
the Conference Championships this
weekend in San Francisco. I've got to
believe they were holding back a little with
the important race looming in the future.
This race was merely meant to be a tuneup
anyway."

Priests vs. Cops
In Fundraiser
By Rich Pietras
Staff Writer

The third annual Police vs. Priest
basketball fundraiser will take place at
8:00 p.m., Saturday, Nov. 10 at the USD
Sportscenter. Members of the San Diego
Police Dept. will face Diocesan Priests
representing several local churches. Pro
ceeds from the event will help fund the ef
forts of the San Diego Organization Pro
ject.
The privately funded, nonprofit SDOP
consists of professional consultants who
organize neighborhood self-help projects.
When neighborhoods encounter problems
with drugs, education or even burned out
street lights, the SDOP offers assistance by
establishing problem-solving community
organizations. Although no denomina
tions are stressed or required, the organi
zation works closely with local churches
since they tend to be the focal point for
most communities.
Although the objective of the game is to
raise funds and spirits, it is taken quite
seriously by the powerful Police squad.
Because of their disadvantages, the
smaller, slower Priest team has been
known to bend a few rules and even a few
Commandments. In an effort to be more
competitive, the Priests acquired the ser
vices of USD Political Science Doctor,
Michael Ross. Ross earned the nickname
"Rock" last year for his masonry worker
like shooting touch and for his ability to
dish out "Priest Brutality."
Besides the obvious benefits the San
Diego Organization Project will receive,
the Priests will gain much needed exper
ience and practice and the Police can work
off the results of too many jelly-filled
donuts. The ultimate goal of this fund
raiser is to help San Diegans solve their
own neighborhood problems and with
public support this will become a reality.

Project
ZM CORNER: Budman Replies
'85
Meeting

Midsemester break is a time for parties.
Students celebrate Halloween, the end of
midterms, or both. Any excuse is a good
excuse. The Budman found time during
his heavy schedule of debauchery to
peruse and even respond to the many let
ters he receives concerning intramural
sports. Below is a few of the more interest
ing items.
Q. What ever happened to Perry the
Prognosticator? Although his predictions
were invariably wrong, his column did
make good trash can liners.
A. Perry was covering the San Diego
Padres for a local intramural sports pro
gram. Unfortunately, he got a little too
caught up in the celebration in Detroit.
He was released from the hospital last
week and we should be hearing from him
soon.
Q. We've heard of Wrath of Kern,
Kerns of the Round Table and now

Kernifest Destiny. What exactly is a

Kern?
A. Kern is short for Kernitosis, a rare
but highly contagious tropical disease.
Since all the players on the Kern teams are
carriers, you can see why they have been
so successful over the years. No opponent
wants to get near them.
Q. What's with the flood on the softball field? Is there some sort of sprinkler
problem?
A. Actually, no. In their continual
quest for new, exciting events, the intra
mural department is planning a trout fish
ing contest for the spring. They hoped
that participation would be higher if the
event was held on campus.
Q. In an earlier article you said that the
new quarterback for the S and M Boys
could probably play for the varsity team.
Do you still think that is true?
A. I refuse to jump on the bandwagon
and be critical of our school team. Let's

just say that none of the varsity quarter
backs would be starting for the S and M

Boys.

Q. Is it really true that Steve Poltz took
a week off from classes in order to get
ready for the 6X6 volleyball tournament?
A. Actually, when Poltz first came to
school here he vowed not to attend class
until he won an intramural T-shirt. Steve,
the classes are west of the Sports Center,
down the hill.
Q. Rankings and odds are just cop-outs,
Budman. I'm putting you on the spot.
Who are going to be the intramural cham
pions in men's softball, co-rec softball, corec soccer, and flag football?
A. Phi Kap Bushmen, Phi Kap
Bushmen, Phi Kap Bushmen, and
Phi Kap Bushmen. I know they are not
even playing co-rec softball or soccer, but
with all the abuse they have been receiv
ing lately, they need the vote of confi
dence.
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Sports
Luters, Smith Stand Out
On the weekend of October 20-21,
USD's men's tennis team participated in
the Volvo All-American Singles Tennis
Tournament at UCLA.
Held at the new Olympic Tennis Sta
dium on UCLA's campus, the tourna
ment attracted over 150 men's college
players, all attempting to qualify to play in
an invitational tournament which inclu
ded the 1984 NCAA Tennis All-Americans. In pre-qualifying rounds; senior
Maris Luters led his teammates by win
ning all 3 of his matches. He defeated Tom
Sullivan from UNLV, Brian Sullivan from
ASU and UCI's John Dunigan, before los
ing in the qualifying tournament to
TCU's Craig Boynton.
Also excelling was freshman Chris
Smith, who played well in defeating
UCSB's Dan Alle, UCLA's Otis Smith
and CSUN's Bill Johnson. Although
Chris lost in the last round of prequalifying to Mike Davis of UCI, he drew
a lucky number to participate in the qual
ifying event. In his first round he lost to
UCLA's Brad Pearce.

In other pre-qualifying matches involv
ing Toreros, Rick Matheson lost to
UCLA's Ken Diller 6-2, 7-5; Craig Hiddleston lost to UCSB's Chris Russell 6-2,
6-4; Amado Yanez lost to UNLV's Jeff
Foley 6-2, 6-7, 7-5; Scott Patridge defeated
CLC's Marc Ledebur 6-2, 6-4, Arizona's
Ian Aler 6-1, 6-3 before losing to Irvine's
Downs 6-4, 6-2; Doug Bradley defeated
UCLA's Eric Wee 6-4, 4-6, 6-4, then lost
to Cal's Doug Winter 6-2, 6-3; Robert
Houssels lost to Rob Hinkle (UCI) 6-3,
6-2; Patrik Sundh lost to Fred Viancos
(TCU) 6-2, 6-4; Rick Schultsmeier lost to
Paul Charleswoth (Chapman) 6-0, 6-2;
and Rob Mackay lost to Neil Amor (UCI)
6-1,6-3.
In the qualifying tournament Scott
Patridge (another lucky loser) defeated
LSU's Jeff Brown 6-4, 6-4, then lost to
Carlos DiLaura of Pepperdine 7-6, 6-2; Jim
McNamee defeated UCI's Darren Yates
6-2, 2-6, 6-2, then lost to UCLA's Mark
Ferreria 6-1, 6-4; and Alejandro Ramos
lost to Kelly Jones of Pepperdine 7-6, 6-1.

Casual.
Comfortable.
Californian.

- Sportstalk
S p o r t s t a l k i s a weekly column written by and for the students and facul
ty of USD. We welcome all editorials or any aspect in the sports field,
whether concerning USD or not.
Deadlines are each Monday at 12 am for the following Thursday's
issue. Names must accompany each article, which is subject to editing
by the Vista editors.

Chargers May
Fizzle Out
By Rich Pietras
Staff W r i t e r
Usually about this time of year, San
Diego is completely engulfed in a mass
hysteria of Charger Power. However,
after last year's dismal 8-8 season and
their lackluster performances this year,
Charger Power has provided about as
much energy as a Taiwan watch bat
tery.
Over the past five years, the AFC
West has become the strongest division
in the NFL. Each team has shown re
cord improvements, except the
Chargers, who have been steadily de
teriorating.
There are many factors responsible
for the Chargers' fall from perennial
playoff contention, but if blame must
be placed one has to look no farther
than the Chargers' front office.
General Manager, Johnny Sanders, by
practicing the prehistoric bargaining
tactics of former owner Gene Klein, has
managed to disassemble a once great
football team. No other team in foot
ball can boast the Chargers' ineptness
in signing players.
The problem history of signing top
draft choices goes back to 1973 when
the Chargers picked Johnny Rodgers.
When negotiations reached a deadlock,
Rodgers jumped to the Canadian Foot
ball League. Since then the San Diego
front office has bungled deals with John
Jefferson, Dan Fouts (twice), Kellen
Winslow, Billy Shields and have lost
top draft picks Mossy Cade and Gary
Anderson to the USFL. A team is ob
viously hurt when players are lost, but
morale is also injured when manage
ment and players are constantly bicker
ing.
When a team is playing sub-par, the

head coach receives the blame and in
most cases the axe. Charger head coach
Don Coryell has been under scrutiny
for neglecting the blatantly evident
needs of the defense. In 1981 the
Chargers had the opportunity to draft
Mike Singletary (MLB) from Baylor but
said he was "too small." Instead, they
drafted an undersized running back,
James Brooks, and attempted to make
him a full-back. Brooks has since been
traded and Singletary is crushing bones
for the Chicago Bears.
A point in Coryell's "defense" is that
even if the Chargers were to draft de
fensive players, there is no guarantee
that the front office would be able to
sign them. In 1979, the Chargers had
one of the best defenses in the NFL but
in less than four years they have plum
meted to the bottom in nearly every
category. Again the blame falls upon
the front office as only one starter
(Woody Lowe) remains from the team
that collected 62 quarterback sacks in
1979.
Sanders and company constantly use
the excuse that signing or restructuring
one expensive contract will lead to a
wave of widespread renegotiations.
Maybe so, but it is all too apparent that
the bargaining philosophies of the past
were failures and the Chargers are be
ing ill-affected now.
Something is definitely wrong when a
team has the third highest ticket prices
in the NFL but are among the bottom
ten in salaries paid. The Chargers have
a promising young defense and their of
fense is still powerful, but unless
changes in front office policy or person
nel are made, Charger Power will fizzle
out.

FREE SPANISH TUTORING
Open to all students taking Spanish 1-4
Precision style cuts for women $13 (reg. $18)
Precision style cuts for men $10 (reg. $15)
Directional perms $25 (reg. $40) • Sculptured nails f full set) $18 (reg. $40)
Manicure $ pedicure $15 (reg. $28) • Cellophane $15 (reg $25)

One hour facial now $28(reg $35) One hour massage now $25(reg $35)
Specialists in black hair
Carefree T.C.B. curl $30 • Relax touch-up $30
Specials good with ad with selected stylists through

Specials good with ad with selected stylists through Nov. 14, 1984

ELIAS HAIR DESIGN
A full service salon
7608 Linda Vista Rd. (Mesa College Dr. & 163)268-0865
New shop; 737 Pearl St.. La Jolla 456-1170 456-1815

MON.
TUES.
WED.
THURS.
FRI.

10:00 - 12:30
10:00 - 11:00; 1:00 - 3:00
11:00 - 1:45
1:30 - 3:30
10:00 - 12:00; 12:45 - 1:45; 3:30 - 4:30

Held in Tutoring Room: Bottom Floor of Serra Hall
Next to Arcade and across from the Snack Bar

FOR MORE INFO: 296-6970
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Doubles
Tennis
Find a partner, grab your tennis racquet
and enter the IM Doubles Tennis Tourna
ment to be held on Saturday, November
3rd. The tournament will have three divi
sions: mens, womens and co-rec. Teams
will compete for the coveted intramural
champion T-shirt. Entries for this event
close at 5:00 pm, November 7th. Entry
forms can be obtained at the IM office in
formation board. Take a break from stu
dying, come out and join us for a fun-filled
day of tennis.

FOR ALL YOU DO.. .THIS
BUD® PAGE IS FOR YOU.

Men's Softball—The Key Games
Barring any last game forfeits (remem
ber, a forfeit in the final game will elim
inate a team from the playoffs), the major
ity of playoff positions in Men's Softball
have already been determined. However,
with one week left in the regular season,
there are a couple of contests which will
have a profound effect on the post season
picture. Let's take a look at these two allimportant games.
Master Batters vs. Phi Kap Bush
men (Sunday at 4:00 pm): Both teams are

Co-Rec Soccer Playoffs
The 1984 Co-Rec Soccer League playoffs
begin next Tuesday night on the softball
field. The top three teams in each of the
two leagues have been invited to participage in this semester's tournament.
Here is a brief look at each of those
teams, and how they rate for the playoffs:
1) The number 1 seed, Liberals for
Wally George finished the regular
season with a 3-0-1 record, and remained
the only unbeaten team in the league.
They have skill and depth and a tandem
of women that are the best in the league.
They will be hard to beat.
2) Learned Foot, winners of the B
League ended their season with a 3-1-1
record. They have an experienced team.
However, they rely too much on their cap
tain Mike Issacs. If he has a bad game they
will be struggling to win.
3) The Ball Kickers were runners up in
the A league with a 3-1 record. They play
a fast-paced game and have two aggressive
forwards in Laura Finn and Sara Cooper,
and what they lack in experience they

make up for in aggressiveness. Expect to
see them in the final!
4) Absolute Authority have to be this
year's sleeper. They have the personnel,
and at times looked very impressive. If
they can field their complete team, they
can compete against anybody in the
league.
5) Jelly Donuts and Beer closed out
their regular season with some fine perfor
mances. They have a well-balanced team,
but lack the experience at this level. They
only have an outside chance of doing well
in the playoffs.
6) Rounding off the candidates for the
championship is Sigma Chi. They are a
formidable team when healthy, and will
test the Ball Kickers in the opening
round. They will need goals from their big
striker, Jaime Gimbor, if they are to be
successful.
The IM Department would like to con
gratulate the six teams that made it to the
playoffs, and wish them all the best in the
tournament.

Co-Rec S o f t b a l l P l a y o f f P r e v i e w
Team Name

Odds

Comment

Certain Chutzpah

1-2

Don't bet against them winning their
fourth in a row.

Better Buy the Case

3-1

Trying to do it with lefties at second and
third base. They have gotten away with it
so far.

Ball Bangers

7-2

The Dodgers did it in their 1st year. A
championship is not out of the question.

69ers 111 Edition

6-1

Up Your AssetS

10-1

Can they put two good games back to
back?
Best-dressed team is not a likely finalist.

Zeta Tau Alpha

50-1

Enthusiasm only goes so far.

CLASSIFIED ADS
ARE NOW BEING SOLD!
Personal or General. Send A Message
That Will Last A Lifetme.
Find Forms In The Yearbook Office

in the playoffs, but the winner will be
seeded #2 overall, while the loser will have
to face Kernifest Destiny in the second
round. In their first meeting, the Master
Batters won a wild 16-15 slugfest. Al
though neither John Napolean nor Bill
Mifsud figure to give up that many runs
again, this game still might not be suitable
for young children. Parental Guidance is
suggested.
Public Nuisance vs. 2 Balls and a
Bat (Sunday at 8:00 pm): The loser is out
of.the playoffs. The winner will probably
face Kernifest Destiny in the first
round. Do you think either team wants to
win? The first time these teams played, the
game was no contest. 2 Balls and a Bat
played their best game of the year, while
Public Nuisance never looked so inept.
Although this game probably will not end
up 20-1 like the first one, Public
Nuisance will probably be the lucky
ones. 2 Balls and a Bat will be the team
in the playoffs.
There are also two match-ups this week
that have absolutely no bearing on post
season play, but they are significant for

another reason. The winner may avoid
being immortalized in next week's bottom
five article:
Sigma Chi vs. VegCulbusters (Satur
day at 1:00 pm - doubleheader): The first
time these teams met, they didn't. Oh,
Sigma Chi was there—all six of them,
and the Veg Culbusters showed up in
force, but they were 22 hours late. That
sums up the season for both these teams. If
either one manages to win a game on
Saturday, it will be their first.
Dungeon Masters vs. Cellar Bats
(Sunday at 3:00 pm): Two more teams
that are looking for their first win square
off in this season finale. Fittingly, these
teams tied the first time they met. The
Dungeon Masters lead in playing games
that have gone more than five innings,
3-2.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

THE RANKINGS
Kernifest Destiny
Master Batters
Sit on My Base, Pitch
Sigma Pi
Phi Kap Bushmen

ht
for theWnners.
i can compare to any bear you like.

(5-0)
(5-0)
(4-1)
(4-1)
(4-1)

